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INTRODUCTION
Instability in commodity markets raises questions of magnitude, causes, 
consequences, and control, Economic analysis seeks to provide answers to 
these questions. Often, It is the need for policy evaluation and guidance 
that motivates the empirical analysis of instability* In U.S. agriculture, 
for example, the instability problem Is a salient one, as Burnstein points out.
In a competitive market characterized by relatively 
inelastic supply and demand schedules and a low income 
elasticity of demand, small quantity changes in agri­
cultural goods Induce disproportionate changes in 
price, The recent increase in price fluctuations of 
agricultural commodities has provoked a re-examination 
of our social tolerance to price instability and has 
forced policymakers to consider the social desir­
ability of governmental Intervention to reduce price 
fluctuations. (p< 1)
A prerequisite for policy action is the characterization and measurement of 
instability, and the identification of sources and means of control, This 
bulletin describes and analyzes a number of empirical techniques which may 
be used to achieve these ends. It seeks to identify the limitations and 
the strengths of the various techniques, and to act as a guide for selecting 
the most appropriate for a particular application,
The bulletin is divided into three sections. The 
variable measures of instability, which can be used to
first considers single 
answer such questions as
- for several commodities, which displays the most instability in price, 
revenue, yield, acreage, or output; and,
- for a single commodity, which of price, revenue, etc. Is most unstable.
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Each variable's time series is evaluated separately by a technique that 
describes its behavior without reference to functional or behavertiai rela­
tionships to other variables. Examples of these univariate techniques would 
be moving averages and coefficients of variation, It is shown- that the assess­
ment of relative.instability can be dependent upon the choice of indicator.
The methods- of the next section seek to identify the sources of insta­
bility in. variables that can. be expressed as a function, of other variables 
through multiplicative or additive identities. 'For example, output, is the 
product of acreage and yield. Total output can be expressed as the sum of 
all indIvidua 1 farm or counCry outputs in a 'market. Empirical, techn 1 ques are 
avaliable to apportion the varlanee o£ say, reve true, into that a11ributab1e 
to the variance of price, of output, and to the interaction between the two,
An extension of this methodology identifies the source of the variability in 
the underlying supply and demand schedules. The analysis in this section 
emphasises the potential pitfalls involved in making policy recoimaenda t io ns 
based on such simplistic empirical decomposition of variability.
Once the sources of instability have been uncovered, there may exist a 
need to determine the means for its control in order to achieve some policy 
goal. For this purpose, the third section considers behavioral relationships 
which go beyond identities and provide information on causality through the 
use of multivariate regression and multiplier analysis. For example, if the 
analysis of the identity shows output to be responsible for more of the fluc­
tuation in revenue than is -price, and if the Interaction between price and 
output is positive in direction, then policy actions to stabilise revenue 
should probably cente:r on output. However, this is insufficient infonnation 
with which to formulate policy because the causes of output fluctuation are 
not known. Variability might be largely due to stochastic weather effects, 
or it might be attributable to changes in production decisions in response 
to changes in prices of competing crops, Consequentiv, the choice of policy 
instruments may be difficult in the absence of this information, The section 
examines the means by which the more important, and controllable, sources of' 
instability may be identified.
I, Single Variable Measures
Several different single variable measures or indicators of variation 
have been used in the literature on commodity instability. In a number of 
studies indicators have been used to determine the relative variability of 
commodity prices or value, and -the results employed to evaluate or guide 
stabilization policies (Gcppock.; UK; 'UNCTAD), In most cases, the choice of 
indicator is treated as incidental, if it is addressed at all. This presents 
no problem if all.indicators provide the same assessment of relative varia­
bility, However, if the conclusions drawn, are sensitive to the measure used, 
then selection is an important consideration.-
The comparison, of the various measures is of more than academic interest 
since policy recommendations can be based on the results of empirical analy­
sis, For example., McNicol states that "commodity prices are much less stable
3than the prices of manufactures..< an impression that is confirmed by the 
coefficients of variation" (p» 16). He construes this result to provide sup­
port for a primary commodity price stabilisation scheme. As seen below, it is 
entirely possible, that this conclusion could be significantly altered should 
another indicator of instability be employed. In another application, Massell 
(1970a) argues that deviations of commodity export earnings from an exponen­
tial trend should be the basis for measuring their instability. He asserts 
that policymakers see constant' annual percentage growth in earnings as an 
acceptable form of earnings* movement through time. However, it could be that, 
say, linear trend gives a better description of the series " Dahavior, if better 
is determined by the reduction of deviations between predicted and actual values 
Since the magnitude of the "instability" problem is affected by how much of the 
variation is assumed to be systematic in origin the choice of trend can be an 
important consideration,
Knudsen and Parnes briefly considered the tradeoffs involved in the choice 
of alternative indicators. They used indices based on logarithmic variance, 
exponential trend and a moving average to rank instability in export earnings 
for fifty-three countries, The moving average as an indicator of instability 
yielded results substantially different from the other two, They state,
If-this study were concerned with the absolute level of 
instability, the differences>»,would be disturbing.
What is low instability under one index is high under 
another; clearly, this would cause problems at the 
policymaking level. (p*
In as much as the focus of their study was on explaining relative rather than 
absolute differences in instability between countries, Knudsen and Parnes con­
cluded that high correlation of rankings among indices was sufficient for the 
purposes of their investigation.
In this section, a number of single variable measures previously employed 
to analyze commodity instability are discussed, and the degree to which they 
provide the same assessment of relative variability is evaluated, The analy­
sis is conducted using acreage, yield, output, price, and revenue data for ten 
U.S. field crops over the period 1950 to 1977 (USDA),
The concept of instability and its measurement
An unambiguous definition of instability would provide the Ideal starting 
point for the selection of an appropriate empirical indicator.^ Unfortunately, 
the concept of instability is nebulus because the perception or what consti­
tutes unstable behavior is largely subjective, It is crucially dependent on
who Is evaluating the'''5!instability'r' and'what ■ problems' he/she'views 'it.to ore..
sent. For example, from a producer’s perspective only downward fluctuations 
In commodity prices may be viewed as a problem because of their effects on 
revenues, whereas from a consumer’s perspective upward fluctuations may be the 
focus of concern because of their effects on expenditures. From a policy 
maker’s perspective, upward and downward fluctuations in prices resulting from 
systematic changes In such factors as consumer income may be viewed to be
4acceptable, since these act as signals for resource allocation, However, 
fluctuations which are created by stochastic factors such as weather condi­
tions may be viewed with concern.
Since much of the discussion on instability is directed towards the analy­
sis of government stabilization policies, the perceptions of policymakers are 
particularly important. A given degree of variation in the price of a -major 
commodity (however defined) may not be viewed in the same light as that for a 
minor commodity. Fur thermore, in the case of a single commodity , a given degree 
of variation in price may not be viewed in the same way as the same degree of 
variation in revenue.
This brief discussion indicates that the definition of instability is 
complex, It is clear that variability and instability cannot necessarily be 
equated and that the measurement of instability requires that an implicit or 
explicit judgment be made as to what constitutes ’’acceptable” versus '’unaccapt™ 
able” variability. In many cases, for example, some type of trend is removed 
from the dala before instability is measured, possibly on the grounds that 
such trend is predictable and does not therefore constitute Instability, This 
clearly reflects some judgment on acceptable variability (that due to trend) 
and unacceptable variability (deviations from t r e n d ) ’ Only rarely is the 
rationale behind the particular specification of trend adopted explicitly con­
sidered (e.g,, Masse 11., 1970a). Gardner, for example, has stressed the need 
to be explicit about the rationale for the exclusion of trend and for the 
types of fluctuations to be treated as instability.
Analysis of Alternative Measures
The single variable measures considered in this section have all been used 
in previous empirical studies of instability (Offutt). They include percentage 
range and average period-Cc-period change measures s moving averages, a log­
arithmic index developed by Copooek, and several versions of the coefficient 
of variation, Thair formulae and major characteris11 es ara- ou11 ined in Table 1, 
A Fortran computer program to calculate the measures is given in the Appendix..,
The measures in Table .1 were applied to acreage, yield, output, price and 
revenue data on ten U,S, field crops (barley, corn, cotton, oats, rice,grye, 
sorghum, soybeans, sugarbeets, and wheat) over the period 1950 to 1977,— For 
each instability indicator, two kinds of rankings were compiled. On a cross- 
commodity basis, commodities were ranked In. descending order of the level of
1 / 'Knudsen and Fames use the permanent income hypothesis to decompose the 
variability of export earnings into ’’permanent” and ’’transitory” components, 
They then compute an index of instability using the sum of the squared tran­
sitory component normalized by permanent export earnings, This approach is 
extremely unusual in that it relies on a specific theory to separate accept­
able from, unacceptable variability.
— 1 The moving average measure was calculated using 3 and 5 period lengths.
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Instability exhibited In each of revenue, yields output-, acreage, and price.
On an intra-commodity basis, the five variables (revenue, etc.) tor each of 
the commodities were'ranked in the same way. In this manner, 15 sets of rank­
ings were obtained for each indicator.
The main objective of this empirical application was to discover whether 
or not the measures provide a consistent assessment of instability. This can 
be determined by comparing the rankings obtained in. each of the *-tfo schemes,
As a summary measure*of the degree of agreement, Spearman correlation coeffi­
cients were'computed for all relevant pairings. This nonparametrix coerfi- 
cient provides an index of the degree of similarity between two rankings o t*e 
same list of items. Its value ranges from positive unity, indicating complete 
agreement. to negative unity, indicating complete disagreement. Averaging the 
values of the Spearman coefficient across rankings (intra- and cross-commodity) 
and across pairs facilitates a general comparison of behavior among and between 
measures (Table 2).
In general, the first group of measures (PR, APC, MA, and Cl, sellable 1 
for the key to abbreviations) agree well among themselves in both ranking 
schemes with an average Spearman coefficient of 0,81 (Table 2). ihe coefti­
d e  ntV of variation had only a few cases of disagreement among themselves, due 
mainly to the differences in treatment of outliers, However, the agreement 
between the first group of measures and the coefficients of variation jwas 
fairlv low, an average correlation of 0,41 by the Spearman coefficient. The 
discrepancy seems attributable to the influence of trend in a number of data 
series, Trend appeared to outweigh any other data characteristic when eval­
uated by the coefficients of variation. Variables with the strongest trend 
were ranked most unstable by the coefficients. The other measures seemed more 
sensitive to outliers and sawtooth-like data features, so jagged series were 
identified as most unstable by them, practically regardless of the presence 
of trend. Thus, the coefficients of variation identified as most unstable  ^
those data series with smooth but strong trend as opposed to nontrending sene.~ 
with significant negative serial correlation.
Individual measures had some idiosyncratic features^which^deserve mention, 
The PR measure recorded Its lowest values for series with tairiy constant per­
centage trend, such as yield, and was influenced strongly upward by outliers 
such as occurred toward the end of most price series (during 1973-1974). The 
average percentage change measures moderate the influence of these outliers 
and sS agreed most closely with PR for smoother series. Although the moving 
average (fit with three and five period lengths) accounts tor trend, it agrees 
fairly well with the PR and ARC measures, The similarity is duetto the flexi­
bility of this average, which uses subsets of the data in determining trend-
values that m financed ..more irongly by outliers than, say, linear
regression. This sensitivity to extreme values accounts for its agreement 
even, with non—detrended measures.
The Coppock Index is supposed to yield a close approximation of the 
period-to-period percentage change adjusted for (linear) trend, Yet, curiously 
it agrees quite well with the average percentage change measures, which no not 
account for trend, Furthermore, the agreement is best (0.92 Spearman value)
Table 2 Average Spearman Correlation Coefficients.
First Group of
First Group of Measures with
Measures Among^ Coefficients of Variation
Themselves —  (as a group)
Intracommodityb/
Barley ,75 .52
Corn ,73 , 69
Cotton ,77 , 44
Oats .71 -.15
Rice .97 .75
Rye .79 .09
Sorghum ♦ 94 ,55
Soybeans ,80 .84
Sugarbeets .90 ,91
Wheat' .82 ,84
Average .82 .55
,, c /Intercommodity"'
Revenue ,8'2 ,07
Output .68 ,00
Acreage .89 .03
Yield .87 ,51
Price .63 ,12
Average .78 .15
Global Average .81 .41
3 f
— Percentage range, average percentage change (3 variants), moving average 
with 3 and 5 period lengths, and the Coppock index (see Table 1 for formulae)
b /— Revenue, output, acreage, yield, and price were ranked for each commodity 
separately, In this case a coefficient of 10,90 or higher is significantly 
different from zero at the 5% level (two-tailed test) ,
c / s  ^ t
— For one variable, all ten commodities are ranked. In this case a coeffi­
cient of |0,64|or higher is significantly different from zero at the 5% 
level (two-tailed test) .
9tor the cross-commodity ranking ot yield* the variable that generally dis 
played the most trend. That adjustment for trend has no apparent effect on 
the” rankings is an anomalous result, The sensitivity of Cl to the particular 
period chosen* pointed out by Knudsen and Fames, was demonstrated, The 
expectations part of the measure* m* depends only on the first and la^t obser 
vations; changes in the period often had dramatic effects on the ranking of 
a variable, lor example., when the 1977 observation was dropped and Cl recom­
puted* cotton fell from the third to the tenth most unstable in a cross-commo­
dity ranking of output, This sensitivity makes Cl an unreliable measure,
Coefficients of variation (in particular the measure CV(S) given in 
Table 1) derived from trend lines* rather than deviations around the arith­
metic mean. Therefore* all 50 data series were subjected to both linear and 
exponential detrending by least squares regression. Based on examination of
the coefficients of multiple correlation (R2,s) for these equations* best
estimates of the coefficient of variation CV(S) were chosen. If^both R s 
were less than 0,6, the non-detrended coefficient was selected; it one or botn 
were greater than 0,6* the higher of the linear or exponential was chosen, In 
this fashion * a best estimate list of coefficients of variation was developed. 
This list was then compared with coefficients from the non-detrended data.
The Spearman coefficient between the two lists was only atout 0.2u, Hers^ 
again* the lack of agreement can largely oe attributed to the iniluencc ot 
trend in the mean, Those series which the non-detrended coefficient of varia­
tion (CV(5)) identified as being most unstable very often fell^ in ranking once 
trend was removed* as the systematic change in mean inflated the value of the 
non-detrended coefficient.
A comparison of the PR* APC* and MA measures wxtn the best, estimate 
CV(S) shows * on the average, little concurrence between rankings (Table .3), 
Note the disparity across commodities and by measures, ihe lesson appears^to 
be that a judicious accounting for trend can produce rankings radically dif­
ferent from those obtained when trend is ignored. The results of this appli­
cation should eliminate any remaining sxapt,icism a=> -o the d^-pendenc^. Oj. the 
characterization of instability through single variable measures on the choice 
of empirical technique,
Implications
As evidenced above* the treatment of trend is perhaps the paramount con­
ceptual and empirical issue in the application of single variable measures, 
Whether or not trend should be regarded as inscaoility depends on the context 
of the analvsis; however* recognition of the existence of trend should always 
be made inasmuch as it influences' a measure'}s 'empirical'evaluation' of 'daTa^ 
series. Commonly, some coefficient of variation is applied to the residuals 
of a series net of trend. Residuals from the moving average should not be 
used for this purpose because they tend to be serially correlated as do tnose 
from differencing", 3/ The coefficients provide unbiased estimates of varia-
3/ This is the major probl 
d if fersnced scries e „ g,
of using a coefficient or variation ’oa»sd upon 
intner! s variate difference method (see. ufiuttj .
10
Table 3- Sp earman 
Compared
Correlation 
to PR, APC,
Coef f it 
MA and
- x en t s: hes 
Cl Measures
t Estimate CV(S) Rankings
PR APC1 APC 2 APC3 MAS MA5 Cl
Revenue 0 . 36 -0.05 0.31 -0.08 -0.07 -0.02 0,08
Acreage 0.90 0.88 0.92 0.84 0.90 * JL. U 0,94
Output 0.44 0*72 0.72 0,68 -0,09 -0,13 0.90
Price 0.36 0,61 0,58 0,45 -0,45 -0.22 0.58
Yield oo 0.75 0,70 0.68 0,59 0,84 0,68
Note: For ten pairs, a correlation of 10 - 641 or higher is significant at the
5/£ level (two-taxied test) and one of j0.7S| or higher is significant 
at the 1%' level,
li
variability only for random series. For this reason, it is most often the 
residuals from linear regressions which are used, on the assumption that they 
are random once deterministic trend has been removed.
Should regression residuals not be random, as indicated perhaps by the 
Durbin-Watson statistic, stochastic process models can be employed to account 
for the remaining oscillatory movements if data series are sufficiently long. 
Integrated autoregressive moving average (AK.IMA) models, as discussed by Box 
and Jenkins, can account for the deterministic and oscillatory parts of a time 
series and leave a random residual for which a coefficient of variation can, 
be calculated. However, the identification and estimation of these models can 
be difficult and tirae-consuming, so the use of the residuals from linear 
regression can be considered an acceptable approximation to randomness for 
most purposes.
The dissimilarity in the rankings demonstrates that it is unlikely that 
all single variable measures will provide the same assessment of relative 
instability and results will be dependent on the particular measure chosen.
Since the determination of what type of behavior constitutes instanility is 
subjective, it is not possible to advocate unequivocally the use of any one 
measure. However, some general guidance can be given in making the selection.
The first step should always be to plot the data under investigation; 
this will reveal the presence of trend or outliers whicn, as indicated above, 
can markedly affect a measure’s performance. An understanding of each measure’s 
characteristics can then be used to determine which one might be most appro­
priate. While it is probably advisable in any case to compute several of the 
single variable measures for purposes of comparison, some can. be eliminated 
from consideration. Because of its limitations in identifying ,the effects of 
trend, the percentage range measure seems too simple to be of much use. The 
Coppock Index, due to its sensitivity to the period of the data series, might 
also be excluded, especially since techniques such as regression can also 
account for.trend with much less computational burden.
The average percentage change and moving average measures may nave appli­
cability in some situations, The former may be useful, for example, when 
some idea of the absolute average yearly change in a variable is of importance, 
as opposed to an index of relative dispersion from a mean value, as obtained 
from the coefficient of variation. The coefficients are more useful for rela­
tive comparisons. The flexibility or the moving average and its use of on.i,y 
a subset of the data in the calculation of trend values may have appeal, par­
ticularly if one is attempting to represent a policymaker’s expectations.
These measures can be computed in a straightforward fashion and provide a u^e- 
.ful....comparison....to...the coefficients or variation...............................
The use of the coefficients of variation on detrended data is probably 
suitable for most purposes, A coefficient of variation can be applied to tne 
results of the regression to yield a measure of instability, While the coeffi­
cient which uses the sum of squared residuals is probably most easily obtain­
able. that which uses absolute deviations may be preferable. This is because 
such a form can distinguish widely dispersed data from that which is more
compact, The sum of squared residuals will not be as sensitive to the abso­
lute value or the distance or the data points from the fitted line; this 
reatnre may o .l significance m  a stuay ot in.stabr.Lity m  which absolute 
as well as relative distances are important. Standardization of the coeffi­
cients is desirable if comparisons are to be made across data periods of 
different length.
II, The Decomposition of Variability Using Identities
For a number of variables, instability has been investigated using iden­
tities , lotar output is the sum ot all individual outputs within a market 
Co an i ry a Rsvemi'c .i_& ahs product or price and output, and output the uro— 
duct of acreage and yield, These additive and multiplicative identities'can 
be used to apportion variance into that attributable to each of the component 
■variables and to their interaction,
Another approach, based on the identities, relates instability to its 
source in supply and demand fluctuation. The variance of gross revenue is 
attributed to movement in supply and demand schedules rather than just price 
and output, A related procedure attempts to identify instability in supply 
or demand by examining the covariance between commodity price and output,
Additive identitles
Many .commonly used commodity variables are aggregates. For example, 
national production is the sum of the production in individual regions. World 
consumption is the sum of the consumption in individual countries. It may be 
of interest to examine the source of variability in such aggregates in order 
to understand, or perhaps predict, fluctuations, While the techniques to be 
discussed do not encompass an explicit forecasting procedure, the implicit 
assumption is that past variability is a guide to that of the future. This 
view presupposes no or very little change over time in the underlying struc­
tural relationships among the variables, Below, the discussion will focus on 
whether the technique can provide any clue to the constancy or nature of these 
fundamental relationships .
T± x , ..*, x are random variables with a multivariate normal distribu- 
-1 n o 2
tion and finite variances 0 " , ^ 3 and S = x -f- „ „ , A x  ; then1 n' n 1 -a3 *’"li
n
(1) Var(Sn) - l a” + 2 £ cov(x,, V
k=l j 3k
the last sum extending over each of the (7J-) pairs (x., x, ) with j < k. Nor­
malizing by division by var(S )
( 2) +
k=l
Var(5 ) n
2 l
_ i v
cov(x,
Var<5 ) n
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The first set of terms can be considered the direct contribution of each^indi- 
vidua! component variable to the total variability of the a g g r S . i-he 
second set of terms may be considered as the contribution of the interaction, 
of pairs of variables.
Rourke applied this formulation to the variability of world coffee pro 
duction. He concluded that Brazil directly contributes 86 percent of total 
variability in year-to-year changes in world coffee production, Furtner, the 
interaction between Brazil and other countries accounts for another 11,84 per 
cent of the total. The remaining 2,03 percent is due to the separate and com­
bined influences of the other seven major and all other exporters, Rourke 
infers that changes in both productive capacity and in yield from existing 
capacity contribute to the year-to-year variability in production, However, 
the variance decomposition has nothing more to contribute in the way^or explana 
tion since it cannot provide information as to the cause of fluctuations in, 
say, Brazil's production. Similarly, knowing that the interaction between 
Brasil and Colombia accounts for 5,03 percent of total variability is not neces 
sarily helpful, There is no obvious way to decide whether the correlation is 
spurious or indicative of a structural relationship. In order to dear with^ 
the issue of causality, Rourke examines the contribution of a two year bearing 
cycle on the annual production changes. However, the cycle is but one of many 
variables which could at feet or explain tluctuauiots, An alternate p.oce ure 
might be to decompose the production relation using the multiplicative re_ation- 
ship between acreage and yield.
Multiplicative identities
Interest in decomposing the variance of a multiplicative identity dates 
to the early 1950?s. Foote, Klein and Clough and Meinken dealt-with the 
question of' the relative importance of yield and acreage changes in production 
variability. The results of Foote, ejp ml, were obtained by determining tne 
average year-to-year changes in yield and acreage as a percentage of average 
acreage over a sample period and then summing the two, The average annual^ 
changes in yield and in acreage were then expressed as a percentage of this 
sum. As Sackriii notes, the method's "drawback is that it fails to equate^ 
strictly changes that take place in acreage and yield with changes in proauc 
tionn (p. 136), Meinken*s procedure is similar and susceptible to tne same
critic ism.
Sackrin proposes an alternative approach, which entails expressing the 
multiplicative identity as an additive one in terms of natural logarithms.
The s>'m of the coefficients on acreage and yield obtained when product on i- 
regressed on these variables is exactly one, so that this decomposition does
'account "for'"all" the" change' ■ in ■outputs ■ ■ However, ■as ■Bur t.and- Finley...v-9 - .....
point out, there are two objections to Sackrin’s procedure. First, the^expres 
sion of the variables in log form complicates interpretation^ Second, ar-u 
more important, is its failure to account for the statistical dependence 
between' acreage and yield t nr ought an inL.eras.tion teum
Consequently Burt and Finley (1968) advanced another method for decom­
posing the variance of a multiplicative identity, While Goodman published 
thp same results eight years earlier, Burt and Finley appear to have .een
res p on sibit for p r omo tin g the met hod among ag r i c u11u ra1 e c onomi s ts, Butt and 
Finley’s procedure rests on a Taylor’s series expansion; any nonlinear func­
tion may be handled in this way, but Burt and Finley concentrate on the multi­
plicative identity, as does the rest or the literature related to agricultural 
issues, This interest is in large measure due to the importance, for farmers 
and policymakers, of revenue, the product of price and quantity sold, and also 
of product-ion, the product or acreage and yield. Much of the empirical work 
on variance decomposition was stimulated by a desire to investigate the nature 
of these relationships,
The variance expression is derived by writing the identity in terms of a
Taylor’s series expansion. For y = x,xOJ the expansion is' ±
/ ^ s13 / y y.Tu,, + (x. y)h2 + (x? - M?)u, + (X, - \Xr
and E(y) = + c o v Jk ^  x ),
where u, and M,, are the arithmetic means of >v and x? .
Then, the variance of y is given 'by
(4) var(y) = 'E{y - E(y)F,
= E{(XI ~ k ),J2 + {x2 - V P  + (XI - h )(x2 - V  - cov(t x2)}2’ 
= A + B + C + D + E + F,
where A = u™var(x1), 
?
B = var(x.7) ,
c - 2uiy cov(xrx,?) ,
D = Ei(Xi - fl)(x2 - V - covCx.x^)}2
E - 2y1 ■ E(v  - “d - C  -
, i.M2) 3
F - 2P2 • E{zi " :“l)2(x2 - y?).
.burt &n.d 1 x.ui.t2y (j. .966) d-.pi.u-2.il i-Dt. si_guiiicaxice of tns six terns in the variance
The first' two terms <A*B) are the direct effects of x, and 
and the term (€) is a first order interaction effect.'1 2
The fourth term (D) is the variance of the covariance pro­
duct about the covariance parameter, is necessarily posi­
tive, and is neutral for purposes of interpretation. The 
last two terns (E,F) are higher order interactions, Since
these lest three terms have their origin in the second 
degree terms of the Taylor’s series, we would expect 
them to be relatively unimportant but in some sets of 
data they might give trouble, (p* 737)
For any more than a two variable decomposition, the number of terms in the 
variance formula increases dramatically (e,g,, to 81 in the three variable 
case),
The derivation given above assumes that the two variables and x^ are
not independent , Goldberger (1970) points out that Burt and Finley were in 
error in stating that the variance formula reduces to the sum of the rirst 
two terms, A + B, in the event of independence. In fact, "independence implies 
that joint moments factor into products of univariate moments, so tnat
(5) var(y) = y^var^) + y^/arC^) + var (x^var (x2)
In applications of the decomposition to revenue or production identities, the 
most realistic assumption would seem to be lack of independence between price 
and quantity or acreage and yield.
For ease of computation, it might be desirable to approximate the var­
iance of the function with a few terms of the expansion. In the two variable 
case, Burt and Finley (1968) suggest that an appropriate route would be the 
use of the conventional asymptotic approximation, given by the first three 
terms, A + B + C, of the var(y) expansion, They state that "we would expect 
the first interaction term (C) to dominate the higher order terms in most 
situations" (p. 737), Following this reasoning, the terms I), E, and F would 
be dropped from the computations. The accuracy of this approximation depends 
on the size of each variable’s mean and variance as well as their covariance,
In defending the approximation, Burt and Finley (1968) state that the 
results will be satisfactory if the "individual means are large relative to 
their respective variancesn (p, 155) , They cite Goodman, who shows that- the 
relative inaccuracy of the approximation for the case in which the two^var­
iables are independent is likely to be small if either variable’s coefficient 
of variation is'small, For the case Burt and Finley consider, in which the
two variables are not 
so easily seen,
Independent, the possible source of inaccuracy xs not
The accuracy of the approximation when the variables are not indepen
dent depends on the.size...of..-the..higher .order...interaction .terms D, . E,.and ?.
In this case, not only the magnitudes of each var lab le s c o c-l f icient o± var ia 
tion are factors affecting accuracy but also the magnitude of the joint pro­
duct moments. Without knowledge of the distributions of the underlying 
variables x and x^, a statement about the significance of these higher order
moments cannot be made. Therefore, the assertion that the linear interaction 
term C can be expected to dominate the others may be true only for a limited 
number of situations, If, for example, x and x^ are normally distributed,
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the higher product moments will not exist (Kendall end Stuart). However, in 
practice, there would remain the possibility that the sample moments would 
he nonzero even if the normality assump cion were valid asymptotically, There­
fore, the safest course would seem to be to calculate a.lH the terms in the 
exact variance formula. For the two variable case, the work is not that 
burdensome, as Burt and Finley themselves point out, 'For the three variable 
case, the express ion is s i gni f ic an 11 y io ng e r b u t for ev a lua t ion w:i th t he 
aid of computers, not prohibitively so.
The lack of clear cut guidelines for handling the interaction terms means 
that the decomposition is most useful when ail terms but A and B . the direct 
effects, are small, Even if the linear interaction term dominates the others, 
c ar e mu s t be t a ken. in allocating its effects t o e a cli v.a r i ab 1 e „ Houck, f o r 
example, divides the interaction term C equally between the two variables.
The logic behind such an approach is not evident in the absence of a theory 
about the nature of the relationship between the two variables., Essentially, 
the difficulty with combining or ignoring tarms In the variance formula is 
that there is no basis for'it in the logic of the derivation of the expression 
At best, there is a loss of ^'accuracy in the results, and, at worst, bias „■
Nevertheless., potentially useful information can be obtained from the 
decomposition, The relative contributions of price and quantity to revenue 
var i a t ion a r a ■ o f interest b e c au se of the imp! i ca t io ns for s t ab i 11. cation policy 
A price stabilization, scheme, for example, will not help stabilize revenue, 
and may actually des tabilize it, if the source of variation is quantity sold * 
Or, if price and quantity seem directly responsible for about equal amounts 
of the variance and if the linear inferaetion term Is strongly negative, 
stabilisation of one or the other might again destabilise revenue,
In considering any combination of characteristics of the terms, the ques­
tion of the underlying structural relationship arises, 'For example, price 
variability may be a result of a number of supply-deiuand relationships.
MeKinna considers the case of a volatile supply curve moving along a fixed, 
inelastic demand curve, when this is not known by the researcher,
The decomposition procedure would indicate that price 
variability was the important contributor to revenue 
instability, Yet the underlying cause of revenue insta­
bility is shifts in supply and a program aimed at 
stabilizing the supply function,,, would probably con­
tribute more toward stabilizing revenue than, a price 
stabilization programme, (p , -6.2)
However, should this bo the case, the decomposition alone will not indicate 
it. Since several different kinds of underlying relationships could produce 
similar be havio r in the varianc e c omponenis, the allocation procedure suffers 
from a potentially serious limitation. The information contained in the 
interaction terms is invaluable in adducing the appropriate policy response, 
but is not recoverable in its calculated form. The decomposition procedure 
can be most usefully regarded as a diagnostic tool in analyzing the sources 
of a variable3 s ins tabillty, Because it is essentially nanstruetural, however,
the information It provides cannot substitute for knowledge of the funda ■ 
men talk ehavior1al relationships which d r iva the sy stem,^ Consequently, 
policy recommendations based solely on the indications or e^omFosi
run the risk of being wrong,
The Burt and Finley variance decomposition was applied to tne revenue 
data for the ten U.S. field crops used in the previous section, Both a two 
variable decomposition, price multiplied by output to obtain revenue, and a 
three variable, with revenue as the product of price, yield, and acreage, 
were performed. The results are reported in Tables 4 and 5. The fortran 
computer program amp 1 oyed is given m  the upptnc± ix -
The major purpose of this discussion is to examine the performance^of 
the Burt and Finley method from a primarily statistical or computational 
viewpoint. However, it is Interesting to note the economic implications o 
the results obtained. The two variable decomposition indicates tnat m  elgh 
nf ten commodities, quantity contributes less variance to revenue tnan pri^ , 
a result that coincides with the notion of inelastic supply within a season. 
Turning to the three variable case (Table 5), the decomposition snows price 
to be the most variable component for eight of ten commodities. In genera , 
than, the results are consistent with the Idea (that price tends to ue ^ ® 
most unstable variable in commodity markets, In order to determine w.e 
more specific information might be gained and to gauge n s  renauiiity, 
closer look at the results is In order.
One of the comments made above about the Burt and rinxey mei-h^a ^on 
remed the' advisability of checking the magnitudes of the higher order inter­
action terms rather than applying the approximation rignt away, Burt and 
Finlay (1968) state., ". . . we would expect the first order interne 
to dominate the higher-order terms in most situations (p. '3,/. Lc^Kin 
the two tables, the ambiguity of "domination” becomes evident ^  bott ,he 
two and three variable cases, there appears to be no consistent t.la.ionsh.p 
between the first and higher order interaction terms, furthermore, in 
assessing the size of these effects, it is difficult to say whether ju.t tne 
sum or the absolute value of the sum of the higher oraer terms snoula oe used 
in judging dominance, The higher order terms are as much as xu tune- ^  
first order and as little as otia hundredth its size, Losing over the resale 
it is difficult to see where the dominant line might logically^ e ^rawp n s  
placement would be arbitrary in any event, A secondary point^is that w h i ^  
the first and higher order terms are frequently ox tne same sign, e ^ a o n  
of the expansion formulae yields no reason as to wny tms mig-t oe su. 
thermore/ it is difficult to say what the higher order terms mean^in an 
economic sense, so there is no a priori reasoning to apply m  decipnering 
them. -For-.a- large-number- of the. results ,. the higher order terms are too......
large to be ignored,
The decompositions were also run using deviations from linear trend as 
data. Burt and Finley (1970) noted "a substantial reduction^ one error 
the approximate formula when variance was measured around a cren^inst=a - 
around the mean of the time series'- (p. I08) . Tuat is, -ne da,a u,,. “
the residuals between the actual value In a period ana t„at preuict c .
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A. *J
regression. In the original formula, the y fs were the arithmetic means of 
the original raw data, In their .1968 paper, Burt and Finley used deviations 
from trend with the means set equal to the trend value in the final period.
As previously mentioned, the accuracy of the approximation is improved 
when the coefficients of variation of the variables are small. Burt and 
Finley apparently viewed detrending as a way of reshaping the data to fit 
this criterion. Hie results reported in the 1968 paper do show an apparent 
improvement in accuracy. On closer examinationf however, the significance 
of this new decomposition must be called into question,
The essential problem is that the identity of the original decomposition 
no longer holds when the means in the formula are replaced by trend values 
and the data used are deviations from trend. The variance sum so obtained 
can he equal to, greater, or less than the variance.of the dependent variable 
Table 4 shows that, for raw data, the identity holds exactly, However, when 
the two and three variable detrended versions for the 10 field crops were run 
in two cases, cotton and oats, the variance ox revenue calculated from the 
decomposition exceeded the variance found from the observations themselves,
If the judgement about the improvement in accuracy of the approximation is 
made by comparing the sizes of the higher order interaction effects, then 
the detrending appears to do its job. Burt and Finley overlooked the error 
because they either did not compare their detrended results to the original 
variance of the dependent variable or had data which coincidentally satisfied 
the identity,
The fact that the detrended decomposition used here and that of Burt and 
Finley used different means still does not solve the essential problem that 
using deviation from trend destroys the identity, McKitma, who employed the 
technique in a study of Australian potato revenue* spent some time discussing 
the selection criteria for means.
In principle, the results could be quite sensitive to 
this choice, especially if trends in. x.^ and are in
opposite directions. Moreover.* the choice of means 
is not obvious. While some would argue that the for­
mulae should be evaluated at the midpoint of the time 
period (in a sense the inidpoint is the most !repre­
sentative* year), Burt and Finley evaluate the formula 
using means corresponding to the computed trend values 
for the last year of the time period, A case can be 
made for this choice as well, The las t year in the 
time period is the year nearest to the future period 
in which the policies are to be implemented, (p„ 60)
However, the ehoice of means is a moot point „ Computing the varIanca -using 
the trend residuals and some arbitrarily chosen (from a statistical viewpoint) 
mean yields results that have, no apparent meaning, The premise of expansion 
of the total variance around the arithmetic means no longex holds, While 
computation of the variance of the dependent variable by the same technique 
might yield an identity, it is difficult to.see what the interpretation of
that quantity might be. The advantages of the detrended decomposition lie in 
its improving the accuracy of the approximation through reduction of the 
higher order interaction terms and in its allowing recognition that the means 
of the data series may be functions of time. However* the use of the detrend­
ing technique is not defensible because of the destruction of the underlying 
identity. Nevertheless, given that accuracy and trend are omnipresent con­
cerns, can anything be done about them?
The concern over accuracy is precipitated by the frequent appearance of 
higher order interaction terms. Burt and Finley attribute these to the sys­
tematic movement due to trend in the variables, As discussed earlier, those 
terms cannot be further broken down by the decomposition technique. Further­
more, although detrending seems to eradicate them, it destroys the identity 
upon which the Taylor’s series expansion is based, Consequently, the decom­
position is valid only on raw data. If the higher order terms are large, it 
is unfortunate, but nothing more can be done correctly to reduce or eliminate 
them, The decomposition is not capable of providing the desired information.
The second concern, over data which may be trending, cannot be addressed 
the way Burt and Finley suggest, by selecting the appropriate values for the 
means. This concern over trend is indicative of the type of problem discussed 
in the previous section, that is, the determination of what part ox a vari­
able ’s variance is of in teres t, The decomposition of the raw data will not 
shed much light on trend effects, For example, it may be possible to examine 
a series and see that output trends strongly, price does not, and therefore 
any trend in revenue would appear to be contributed by output. However, the 
Burt and Finley procedure will not reveal this, for it gives a quantitative 
estimate of output’s influence, not a qualitative one, So, large higher order 
interaction terras show that the two variables together act on the dependent 
variable but do not tell in what proportion or fashion,
Nevertheless, the Burt and Finley decomposition could be used to obtain 
information on the relative importance of the variables over time. The opti­
mal use of the technique would be with cross section/time series data, V/nen 
the mean varies with time, as is the case with trend, the variance should be 
computed around the value of the mean in each time period. If the decomposi- 
tion were run on cross section data for each period, the results could be 
examined for evidence of systematic change through time in tne relative con­
tributions of the variables, The use of this approacn ensures that the 
identity holds and allows analysis or the effects of nonstationarity in uhe 
means,
Analysis of identities with reference to underlying structural relationsnips
Attempts to relate underlying supply and demand relationships to behavior 
of components in the variance expression have come from two sources. One has 
its genesis in an interest in improving the usefulness of the Burt and Finley 
method in policy formulation by explicitly incorporating the effect of elas­
ticity and intercept coefficients of the supply and demand functions, By re 
definina the form of the price and quantity variables xn terms of supply and 
demand expressions, the same method of expansion can be used to derive a
formula for the exact variance of gross revenue, The other method of interest 
is used in the literature concerned with the 'welfare and revenue effects of 
international stabilization schemes for primary commodities. The distribu­
tional impact of the schemes is, under certain assumptions, dependent on the 
source of instability in supply or demand schedules. Research has concen­
trated on examining the inferences about the source of price instability given 
the characteristics of an interaction term between price and quantity,
R. R, Piggott has advanced a method which modifies the Burt and Finley 
expansion So that the variance of gross revenue is decomposed into supply and 
dsmand rather than price and quantity coraporents, Piggo11. reiterates the 
criticisms of the Burt and Finley method given in the last section, emphasiz­
ing "the great dangers of implementing price stabilization policies when the 
root cause of the fluctuating prices remains unknown” (p. 148). The point 
ct his procedure is to "(uncover) the historical pattern of supply and demand 
variability underlying a particular pattern of revenue instability” (p. 148),
At the outset, the use of Piggottfs method requires a formulation and 
estimation of a product’s supply and demand functions. In his article, these 
relationships are assumed to be linear with fixed slopes over time, The 
assumption of.linearity in the demand and supply curves is crucial to the rest 
of the procedure * Nonlinearity would greatly complicate the derivation of 
the variance expression, In agricultural economics, sufficient grounds exist 
for questioning the realism in assuming not only .linearity but also constant 
slopes and additive disturbance terms as shifters. The restrictive nature of 
these assumptions would seem to limit the applicability of the method to 
commodity markets.
The transformation of the price and quantity variables is accomplished 
by solving for their equilibrium values, From these, there■results an expres­
sion for gross revenue (G’R) equal to -equilibrium price times equilibrium 
Quantity- Piggott obtains an expression for the variance of GR which is par­
titioned into o'demand effect (BE), a supply effect (SE) ? and an interaction 
effect (I), i.e., var (GR) « DE + SE + I, DE and SE are the direct and inter­
action effects of the demand and supply intercept shifters, respectively.
The Interaction term (I) is handled differently than under the Burt and 
Finley procedure, Piggott calculates I equal to the difference between GR 
and (DE + SE), where GR is calculated from the act us1 data, not frcm the 
derived formula. He argues that if I is insignificant compared to DE and SE? 
nothing is lost by its omission, However, if these terms are indeed signifi­
cant 5 the problem of their interpretation Is no closer to being solved than 
with'the Burt and Finley method. In some respects it is worse since the com­
ponents are not identified separately.
Even the included components of the demand and supply components are nard 
to explain in economic terms» Each is comprised of magnitudes attributable 
to the variance? skewness, and kuttosis of the distribution of the historical 
set of intercepts (Piggott, p. 150). However, Piggott does not explain- what, 
for example, the skewness ox kurtosis of these distributions imply for the 
variance'of gross revenue. These quantities can be viewed as a correction
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to the. variance of the intercepts, "but it would be more interesting to know 
what a non-symmetrical or flat-topped distribution implies ror the behavior 
of the structural system. Once again, the decomposition produces^higher 
order moments which may be large, but which have no clear theoreticaj. inter 
pretation,
Under certain conditions, the formula for the variance of GR simplifies,. 
Fortunately, these special cases are often or interest to agricultural econo 
mists* Simplification results if either supply is perfectly prxce^ inelastic 
or demand is perfectly price elastic*. Figgott shows that when botn the^e 
conditions are met, the variance expression collapses to that of Burt and 
Finley, in which price and demand shifts are equivalent a-=> are quantity an 
supply shifts.
The main advantage of the Pxggott over the Burt and Finley procedure lies 
in its identification of the source of variability in supply and demand rattier 
than price and quantity. Such a formulation provides some measure of assur­
ance that one has not been misled by price and quantity movements tnat can 
mask the real roots of instability. Nevertheless, even if the source of insta­
bility has been identified as supply and/or demand fluctuations, policy^recom­
mendations do not obviously follow, The blind spot in^the analysis^is its 
inability to identify the composition of the forces which are s h i f t i n g e  
curves. While the decomposition can indicate whether price or production sta­
bilization schemes are appropriate, it cannot identify controllable variables. 
That is, knowing that an inelastic and volatile supply curve is the m a m  
source of revenue fluctuation does not imply^that one has any idea what causes 
the shifts or the rigidity in the runction.ay
A related part of the literature has been concerned with identifying 
supply or demand fluctuations as the source of price variability. ihe mcua 
is on price movement because of its effects on revenue and also because, in  ^
an international context, price stabilization is a more viable policy mechanism 
than quantity adjustment. This is not to say that variability in production 
is not important, only that the existing literature concentrates on price 
variability.
As with the'Burt and Finley technique, the goal is the partitioning of 
variance, but because the relationship is not directly e x p i . a s  an 
identity, some other approach to the decomposition must be developed. There 
exists a theoretical rationale for the derivation of supply and demand expres­
sions which lend themselves to a type of analysis of variance or correlation.
Most of the theoretical literature on the effects of price stabilization 
to which this and the technique discussed below relate, assumes that snifts 
in supply and demand are random and normally distrxouted (TUi.nov&ky/ 
this were so then controllability would not be an^issue. Unfortunately, 
when these simple methods are appliea to time series ds i_a, driere ~ s ^ ^  
guarantee that the disturbances identified are stochastic or normally i^
tributed,
In particular, interest has been in determining what the implications 
of price variability due to supply and demand shifts are for revenue stabili­
sation and maximization. The currency of the topic is in large part due to 
the concern over the fluctuation and level of export revenue in developing 
countries, The theoretical framework for this investigation, is found in the 
works of Waugh, 0i, and Masse11 (1970b), which deal with the effects of price 
stabilization schemes on producer and consumer welfare and their revenue' or 
expenditures,
Brook, Griili, and Waelbroeck develop a framework for empirical analysis 
of the revenue effects of a buffer stock price stabilization scheme on develop 
lag nations, The welfare effects, defined in terms of producer and consumer 
surplus, are not directly comparable to the income effects, defined in terras 
of total revenue or expenditure. It is possible for any one group of con­
sumers or producers'to have positive gains in economic surplus but an Increase 
in expenditures or a reduction in revenue, Nevertheless, in choosing a firsc 
approximation criterion for choice, Brook, etp al. argue that the income effect 
is a reasons!ly good qualitative Indicator of tne net beliefits or losses to 
LDCs, Quantification of the combined welfare and income effects can be done 
empirically on a country by country basis, The commodity analysis they employ 
which is less costly and time consuming, is expected by them to yield satis­
factory proxy results.
Accordingly, Brook et al. are interested in determining for which commo­
dities a price stabilization scheme generates larger income for the developing 
nations, Their study includes 17 primary coraiaodities for which LDCs are sig­
nificant net exporters or importers, To determine the income effect, the 
source of each commodity's price instability in supply or demand must be deter 
mined (see Massell, 1970b), Then, If supply Is the source, LDCs as net ex­
porters would experience an. increase .in revenue under price stabilization*
Xf the source of a commodity's price fluctuation is xn demand shifts, LDus as 
net importers would gain through a decrease in. expenditures.,
The empirical work is carried out using a methodology for identifying 
the source of a commodity3s price instability in supply or demand shirts, 
Brook, et al, set out by postulating that, for each of the 17 internationally 
t r a d ed p r I ma r y c ammo d 1.1 i e s t hey s t udy,
(6) q - s ~ up + x (a > 0) ,
(7) q ~ d = -Bp + y (S > 0),
where
s - quantity supplied, 
d = quantity demanded, 
q ~ quantity traded, 
p - price,
a and B are positive constants,
x and v are random variables with contemporaneous moment matrices
a , o , a  ,xx . xy yy
Further, the variables are all expressed in terms of deviations £rom 
(four specifications were fit for each commodity). The autnors derive 
above equations so that x and y contain the influences or a U  ot ,er in eP 1 
dent variables which may appear in the supply and demand re ations an ac 
to shift the intercepts. Slopes are held to be constant over time tor the 
detrended data. Solving for the equilibrium values ror price and quantity 
yields
(8 ) = y -  xa Hh 3
(9; a y,7 4 -
In order to determine the source of price instability, Brook, et al, rely on 
the sign of covariance between price and quantity, g^ven as
(10) cr
3o + (  8 — a )  oxx
ju + aoxy 2 X .  9cf
pq (a + 3) PP
where o y - 2xy + x
PP (a + 6)2
The covariance is taken as the difference between the^mean value of revenue 
in a nonstabilized and a stabilised market, ihey sxp.-a.rn,
Since o > 0  (the variance of price), from the sign 
PPof 8 (the regression ot observed quantity deviations 
from trend on price deviations trom trend) , it is^-os 
sible to determine whether a >0, It 0 > 0, the
income effect is favorable to consumers (importers) 
since their expenditures in a stabilized market a.i_e 
smaller than in an unstable market and unfavorable to 
nroducers (exporters) since their revenue is lower 
with stable prices than with unstable^prices. Vice 
versa if 6 < 0, the income effect is favorable to pro­
ducers (exporters) and unfavorable to consumers 
(importers). ^
These implied relationships between the covariance and underlying demand
and supply shif ts are not immediately obvious, „Positiir.e^ C.oyar^ anc^ ...J5E... 
that price and quantity move in the same direction, Denavior assoc a - 
demand fluctuations. Price and quantity move in opposite directions 
supply shifts. The sign of dpq gives the correct indication of the source
instability when one of the schedules is held constant while tne other flue 
Sates The theoretical work on which Brook, et al. base their method does 
make this assumption of constancy when assessing the distribution of mcom
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effects. However» in applying 
no corresponding -stipulation. 
reasonable to assume that both 
Thus, Brook., et_ al. expect the 
price instability..
their empirical methodology Brook, et_ aJ. make 
When using real world data it is probably
supply 
sign of
id d emend have shi fted over t ime.
i to reveal the dominant source of pq --------
The sign of will give the correct indication of the source of insta­
bility only if certain assumptions about the underlying supply and demand 
structures are met, Porter rearranges the covariance expression to show how 
its sign depends on the values of the variances of the random shifters x and 
y and also on the price elasticities of demand and supply, a and 6, Using 
Brook, et al.’s notation the term can be written
Only if a and 3 are close to the same value will the Brook, et al. conclusions 
be correct. To see this, assume a = 6 so that the expression collapses to
(12) apq
\  n/ 1  ^
h x .
(3 + a)
where Is variance of random demand shifts 
* random supply shifts.2  ,c is vac"' -an x a c e
Then, if > a the term
a \y 1 > 1, and a will indeed be positive and
PIV°x/
demand will be correctly identified as the dominant source of price fluctuation, 
Porter shows that unless the elasticities are equal, it is possible to obtain
native values or o even when demand is in fact the dominant source of in-PQ
stability, and vice versa. In any case, high values of a /a a , the correla-P q p d
cion coefficient, do not necessarily imply o greatly exceeds
Porter's findings cast doubt on the Brock, et ai. technique. They stated,
Knowledge of model structures... is not necessary to 
ascertain the income effect of price stabilization,
The income effect depends on observable variables and 
it can be ascertained directly from them. <p. 20)
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Their technique is not, however, reliable unless the.random variances and  ^  ^
price elasticities taken on specific values. If these values were lO be e»ti 
mated, then presumably the Piggott decomposition could be employed to assign 
definitively the source of price instability in demand, supply, oj. ^ both. 
neither schedule Is the dominant source, the welfare and income gams are 
indeterminate and must be calculated on a country by country Da^Is.
General remarks on application
Some general remarks on the merits and limitations of this general, set^ 
of procedures are in order. Comments are made on the level of aggregation xn 
the data, application of the techniques to other than revenue or output rela­
tions, the implications of the linearity assumptions, and the ubiquitous de­
trending problem.
First, use of the decomposition techniques on aggregate data does not 
necessarily allow extension of the results to the farm or individual level. 
Those units whose variance (be it in revenue, production, etc.) follows rhe 
same pattern as that of the aggregate will experience the desired effects o 
a stabilization policy. Those whose variances differ from the aggregate norm 
will either lose or gain depending on the nature of the divergence, The^tact 
that relationships implied by aggregate data do not always noId at the micro- 
economic level would be of particular interest to a policymaker who is con­
cerned with the distribution of the effects of any policy over the population.
The decomposition of the multiplicative revenue identity has received 
mu-h attention because of its importance to both policymakers and individuals 
in the economic system. It is fortunate that the relationship can be expressed 
in terms of supply and demand function variables as this rormulation^is orten 
helpful for purposes of interpretation. However, in the case a partitioning 
of outnut variance into, say, acreage and yield components, the underlying 
structural relationships are not so directly obtained. Furthermore, tne decom 
position of functions other than identities is considerably more complex m  
computation and interpretation, Hence, only certain types or relationships 
can"be easilv analyzed by these techniques, However, this is really only a^  
problem if one believes that economic relationships are nonlinear and contain 
disturbance terms with nonadditive and non-normal properties.
It is also important to realize just how pervasive the linearity_assump­
tion is and how restrictive is its nature, Evidence of nonlinearity in eco 
nomic systems appears frequently. Little discussion is given to the conse-^ 
quences of nonlinearity because they can be extremely complex, Nevertn.le^, 
one cannot ienore the possibility that an erroneous assumption linear
"relationships-■could" damage- ■ the-■■■validity ■■■■of.the...xe suits.,..bimiiarxy, . tne i s ^ .
of non-normality in residual distributions (which are the data to which most 
of the methods are applied) is equally complex and surely deserves more atte 
tion than it gets (Elandford and Lee).
The problem of incorporating information about trend in. a variable can- 
not be handled in these decomposition techniques. The single variable mea 
sures explicitly describe this facet of behavior, although they were not able
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to relate the move-meat of one variable to that of others, Consequently, it 
seems best to calculate both kinds of descriptions, univariate and the multi­
variate decomposition, in an empirical study. The information each provides 
is complementary,
III. Explanatory Models of Instability
The previous section included a discussion on the work of Piggott, whose 
aim was to "(uncover) the historical pattern of supply and demand variafai111y 
underlying a particular pattern of revenue instability” (p, 148), His supply 
and demand schedules had price as the only explanatory variable, all other 
influences being included in the intercept, Combining these simplified sche­
dules in the Burt and Finley decompostfcioti allowed Piggott to determine what 
percentage of revenue variability was attributable to supply, demand} and 
their interaction. Any more detail on the forces shifting these curves could 
not be incorporated, even if it were known, because of the resulting complexity 
of the terms in the decomposition. Because the orientation was toward past 
variability3 there was no explicit way to examine possible future patterns, 
unless the assumption were made that the historical behavior would continue 
unaltered -
When the identification of possible means of control of instability be­
comes an objective ox empirical analysis, its sources must be known in greater 
detail. In addition, it is useful to be able to predict the effects that mani­
pulation of a chosen source variable would have on instability, Regression 
analysis provides a framework for formulating and -estimating the causal rela­
tionships among variables which supply the necessary detail and the capacity 
to analyze possible future behavior. Nevertheless, instability cannot be mea­
sured as it 'was previously. The variance of the dependent variable is divided 
into that which is deterministic - explained by the regression - and that which 
is stochastic. - the unexplained residual. The explanation is now in terms of 
other variables and does not provide an explicit univariate description as 
before5 when single variable measures could capture the nature of trend, The 
problem of interaction can be reflected in multicollinearity between regres­
sors, and quantifying its effects is often difficult. The earlier methods 
allowed a cardinal ranking of instability among -variables or among its sources. 
Oats revenue, for example, could be determined to be twice as variable or 
unstable as oats production, using a measurement index, With regression, the 
sources of instability can only be ranked cardinally in terms of importance, 
since the effects of multxeolllnearity do not allow a precise measure of the 
contribution of each. There is therefore a tradeoff in moving from one form 
of empirical analysis to another. Regression, while not providing as simple 
a method of measurement per se:) does allow an examination of the sources and 
means of control of instability not previously possible.
An advantage of regression analysis, especially when applied to simul­
taneous equation models, ia that both the relativity arid dynamism of insta­
bility can be incorporated in the empirical model. That is, causal relation­
ships can be formulated to include linkages to other variables in the system. 
Instability Is not perceived in isolation, but relative to behavior elsewhere,
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which serves as a benchmark in defining what types of variability constitute 
instability. Furthermore, instability occurs over several periods or units 
of time. The single variable measures captured this intertemporal aspect^ 
through their isolation of trend, but the variance techniques of^the third 
chapter did not reveal it explicitly. Systems of simultaneous difference^ 
equations can be used to capture the feedbacks which occur among time periods 
and to produce a description of the time path of a variable's movement.
Single equation analysis
A single equation which functionally relates the behavior of a dependent^ 
to that of one or more explanatory variables can be constructed using a. ^priori 
knowledge about causal relationships. In the previous section, production was 
viewed as the product of acreage and yield. Using regression analysis, pro­
duction can be related to other variables which do not appear in the Identity. 
Yield effects can be broken down into the influence of weather, fertilizer 
prices, technology, etc. This more detailed information^can then be useful 
in policy formulation that involves selection of appropriate instruments to 
reduce instability in production. The estimated coefficients irom the regres 
sion equation can be employed to identify those sources which seem most 
important,
Firch (1977) advanced a method of variance analysis using a single linear 
regression equation. He proposes two models for analyzing variance and 
explains,
The first model is appropriate for the analysis of tne 
resulting variance when two series A and B are summed. 
In this case it can be shown that the variance of the 
combined series (A + B) is the following function of 
the variance of the individual series and their covar­
iance .
2 2 2(13) at _ = a + a + 2aA+B a B A3
The final term in (13) can he translated into an equivalent but more meaning­
ful form,
aAB = ~ABaAaB
where a is the correlation coefficient between A and B 
AS
f i ;  / o  ( f  )  <...................................................................................................................................................................................
The net effect of the series B is given by the last two terms of v!3); iirch 
suggests standardizing these two terms by division by oA to find the net
change due to series B as a proportion of the variance of the original series, A.
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Before looking at Firch’s second model, it is necessary to point out that 
this result for the variance of the series A' + B is valid only if the assump­
tion is made that A and B have finite variance. Furthermore, standardization
, 2 2 by tne total variance, c., - rather than by o\ would seem intuitivelv moreA+B A
straightforward than the one Firch suggests,
Firch introduces his second model as a generalization of the first, when 
it is impossible to include explicitly all relevant variables and.the relation­
ship between the included variables is linear, not just a simple sum. The 
model can he written initially as
(1-5) Y 1 " 1 2“?
where u is an error term representing the influence of excluded variables. 
Then, he writes the variance of Y as
(16)
9 9 23 B o
1 2 v X 1
+
2
a  ,  
u
Firch argues that
.,,it is possible to Explain5 the variance of one 
series by the variances and covariance of two other 
series and the residual variance of the error term. 
All of the information needed to make the allocation 
of the variance as in (16) is obtained from the least 
squares estimation of the regression coefficients of 
(15), " (p. 326)
This approach is applied to data in which
Y = percentage year-to-year change 
keting of farm products,
X - percentage year-to-year change 
= percentage year-to-year change
All data are expressed in terms of first 
is the trend value of Y.
in deflated cash receipts from mar-
in deflated total national income, and 
in the index of farm output,
differences so that intercept term c
In effect, Firch allocates the contribution to total variance in Y to 
each of the independent variables, whose variances .are weighted by the square 
of their respective estimated regression coefficients. Hole that the first
2two terms in (16) are identical to the numerator of the R coefficient for 
multiple regression, The interesting aspect of Firch5s method is that it takes
2into account the covariance between X1 and X^, which the conventional R does
not. Earlier, this interaction term was seen to have significance in many 
situations.
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In many applications, the assumption of independence of the regiasbom 
is not warranted. On the other hand s tne possloiliiy or LOtal .Linear d-_pej.i 
dence is ruled out, since the matrix of regressors would then be singular 
and estimation of the parameters impossible. Nevertheless, the intermediate 
case, referred to as intercorrelation, when 0 < o o^ c-^  < I, must be addressed
Severe multicoXlinearity between regressors results in the estimators of the 
parameters being inefficient though not biased. This xnefriciency poses 
potentially serious problems In the use or Firch7s model, Ir iS xarge,
the variance of 2^  and 3^ may be large. Since these coefficiento are u&ed as
the weights in the variance allocation formula, .imprecise esL-imateo can p^ -o 
duce misleading results, dependent upon the characteristics of the particular 
sample used.
The existence of bias in the coefficient estimates cannot be completely 
ruled out without considering the nature of the excluded variables. ±1 
vant variables have been omitted, and If those excluded are correlated with 
those included, the regressors and the disturbance term will be related, so 
that the least squares estimator is not consistent or even asymptotically^ 
unbiased. This bias further compounds the difficulties of using tne coeffi­
cients as weights.
The essence of the problem is that the technique of multiple regression 
does not deal particularly well with the problem of imilticollinearity. in 
practice, the degree to which xntercorrelation influences the^quality of the 
parameters7 estimates can be difficult to assess. Consequently fir^h s 
approach suffers from its susceptibility to the multicollinearity^complica­
tion. The severity of this deficiency, however, is largely dependent on the 
specification of the regression equation. FIrcbhs own application to an equa­
tion containing national Income and farm output may be suspect If one Is con­
cerned about the implications of multicollinearity. But might there be rela­
tionships for which the FIrch technique would be appropriate-''
The answer to the question Is that if the structural equation specified 
has all""the relevant variables in it, and these axe believed to be generally 
uncorrelated, then the Firch method is satisfactory in terms of the validity^ 
of the coefficients as weights, Relative independence between the regressors 
implies a small covariance term, Therefore, Firehfs decomposition is not of 
much Interest, and one might as well proceed with the analysis using the con­
ventional coefficient of determination. If, on the other nand, ^fhe regres­
sion coefficients as weights are not required, as in the case of identities, 
the logical approach would be a decomposition like that of Rourke or Burt^and 
Finley as discussed in the previous section. But, as was seen, these latter 
.fs'chniqu'S'S""give"'rise.to -■ -results-■ that-■ eat■ be- difficuXt.to. ..mte.i.px.e.u.,............
For many relationships in economics, it Is not realistic to expect that 
one can precisely delineate structural relationships, and further to assume 
that the designated regressors are unrelated, Therefore, asking the regres­
sion to provide the required information Is akin to making stone soup,^since 
the product cannot be much better than the input. But, If one is willing to 
settle for a less precise kind of information, there remains hope. From the
procedure outlined below, one can expect to get a reasonable indication of the 
relative importance of independent variablesf contributions to the dependent 
variable’s variance, The operative word is relative,
Begin by xvriting in implicit fashion a simultaneous linear system that 
includes the particular variable of interest. From, this specification, one 
can arrive at a reduced form expressible in a single linear equation for that 
variable. The point of the exercise is to determine which of the reduced form 
variables (X._,) appear to be important in relation to the others in the explan­
ation of the dependent variable’s (Y) movement, As Goldberger (1964) explains, 
for this purpos e,
The simnle determination coefficient of Y on X,, R'„ , is
J JY
clearly inadequate, The sheer sire of the. coefficient b. 
(the regression coefficient) is no measure of importance, 
since the size can-be changed at will by changing the 
units of measurement of the variable. We may think of 
using the effect on Y of a typical or -equally likely' 
change in each variable as a measure of importance; if
is the typical change in. X-. # then b is the typical j
effect on Y induced by , and we may like to say that .X._,
is more important than X^ if b,A„ W (p. 197)
Beta, or path, coefficients can provide the measure of typical changes as 
represented by the sample standard deviation of the regressors* By dividing 
each variable by its standard deviation and using these values in the regres­
sion, the Beta coefficients are the ordinary coefficients so obtained, As 
Goldberger says, ,!the moments of these standardized variables are in fact 
correlation coefficients of the original variables’’ (p. 198), That is, the 
j, k th element of X fX, where X is the matrix of standardized variables, is 
2,x. V  ,
2
,x„ /Ex. , which is the square root of the determination coefficient 
1 k
R'j,k*
In this fashionj one has arrived at a crude sort -of multiplier analysis. 
The square of the Beta coefficient can be interpreted as the direct contribu­
tion of that variable to Rf* However, the sum of the squared Beta coeffi-
2 1dents will not add to because of the covariance between, regressors which
■cannot be disaggregated. Nevertheless, the Beta coefficients for each vari­
able can be ranked according to the contribution of each independent variable 
to the variance in the dependent variable.
Ultimately, the best estimates of the reduced form coefficients are ob­
tained when the full simultaneous equation model has been estimated* The 
problem of inulticollinearity between regressors appearing in the reduced form 
is alleviated somewhat if they appear in different structural equations* In 
this case, estimates of their coefficients might be relatively good. Deriva­
tion of the reduced form coefficients subject to the restrictions implied by
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the structural specification avoids 
unrestricted coefficients directly, 
tion and interpretation of the reduc 
eous model.
the dangers inherent in estimating the 
The next section discusses the estima— 
ed form coefficients in a full sisaltan-
Multiplier analysis
Tha analysis of an equation system proceeds following the specification 
and estimation of the structural model. It is assumeds tnerefore, that^the 
elements of the coefficient matrices are known and believed to be relatively 
"good” estimates, The notation to be used in what follows is introduced by 
considering the formulation of tha general structural model.
(17) Fv 3,y , 1  g,x + u = 0V t - 1  2 t t
wher*
yt
L. X
X
is an nxl vector of current endogenous variables
is an nxl vector of lagged endogenous variables
is an mxl vector of exogenous variables
is an nxl vector of stochastic disturbances (with some 
elements zero corresponding to equations which are 
identities)
is an nxn matrix of coefficients on current endogenous 
variables
is an nxn matrix of coefficients on lagged endogenous 
variablas
is an nxm matrix of coefficients on exogenous variables
For simplicity of exposition, it is assumed that the system involves lags of 
no more than first order, It- can be shown tnat any system oi higher o^der 
difference equations can, by means of a suitable transformation, be rewritte 
as a first order system (Chiang, p. 602),
Assuming r is a nonsingular matrix, the system can be solved ror tne 
current endogenous variables in terms of the residual and all predetermined 
variables (which can include lagged endogenous and both current and lagged
exogenous variables). Premultiplying by F 1 and moving all terras but to 
the right hand side (RHS) yields
(18) y. (-r 1 q ) y t _ 1 + <-r h 2 )xt ('“I
- 1 U .
iLy - + II „x rt-i 2 t
Tliis is called the reduced fora. The endogenous variables are now seen as 
explicit functions of all the other predetermined variables in the system. 
Contained in the H,, matrix are elements which are usually referred to as
impact multipliers, These 
able* y , dae to a ceteris
x, , and mav be understood Jt’
the (I,j)th element of JIn .
coefficients give the change in an endogenous vari- 
paribus one unit change in. an exogenous variable.
as a partial 
Consequent!
3y_. „
derivative, -— “  = tt , to denote' (1 ,3 ) »t
q the total number of multipliers is
equal to the product of the number of endogenous and exogenous variables,
In. addition to a matrix of current exogenous variables, the structural 
and thus the reduced form may contain one of lagged exogenous values. In this 
case, however, the corresponding matrix of reduced form coefficients cannot be
interpreted as the effect of x. on y „j ,t-n 'ist
s imu 1 1 aneity of the model, since if x , ■J,t-n
This is essentially due to the 
had been different so would y_I, t-n
Therefore., the effect of a unit change in x, on v, is the sum of effectsJ 5t-n 'i,t
of x, on v, direct.lv and indirectly of the effects of x, on the
1,t-n J r,t ' ' J *t-n
values of all the y , which in turn affect v. . To find the values of these't-n* Ji }t
delay multipliers it is necessary to transform (18), However, it should be 
noted that ultimately it is the matrix of lagged endogenous variables that 
give3 the system its dynamic charactar, The effects of changes in current 
endogenous variables will be transmitted through the lagged endogenous vari­
ables 3.3 explained above,
Multipliers can he derived if the system of equations Is stable, i.e., 
given the values of the exogenous variables and disturbances, the endogenous 
variables will converge to equilibrium values (Labvs, p. 169). A description 
of the conditions required for stability can be found in (loldherger (1959).
In the present study, stability is assumed for the purposes of discussion; 
however, the determination must always be made empirically for any estimated 
equation system.
The endogenous variables of a stable system can be written as a function 
of the exogenous variables and disturbance terms alone, Multiplier analysis 
is deterministic, in that it ignores the possible influence of stochastic equa­
tion residuals. From this final form, as it is called, a number of different 
multipliers may be derived depending on the assumption made about the dura­
tion of the one unit change in the exogenous variable, The change may be for 
one period, after -which the variable returns to its original level, or may be 
sustained over an Infinite period. In either case, multipliers which describe 
the contemporaneous (Impact)., cumulative or delay (Interim), and long run 
(final) effects of the exogenous change can be found, This discussion focuses 
on the use of impact multipliers, those most commonly used In economic analy­
sis. For a discussion of the analytical uses of the other multipliers see 
Offutt.
The initial specification and estimation of the structural form is crucial 
in multiplier analysis based on the reduced form coefficient matrices, which 
are themselves linear functions of the structural coefficients. The stability 
of the system is dependent in the same way on the values of the structural 
estimates, So, while the reduced term yields considerable information on 
system dynamics, this information is only as good as the structural specifi­
cation which underlies it.
One point about the use of multipliers needs to be made, The influence 
of an exogenous upon an endogenous variable depends not only on the size of 
the associated multiplier but also on the movement in the exogenous variable 
as well, Goldberger (1959) proposes a measure which accounts for the size of 
the multiplicand as well as the multiplier.
The contribution made by a predetermined variable to the statistical 
explanation of the change in an endogenous variable Y in year t is defined as
(19) Vj t TT - .X . ^13 Jt
where ■$, . is the appropriate impact multiplier and X is observed change in
J
X, from year t-1 to year t. Goldberger argues that "some type of sample aver­
age value of the u would provide a summary measure of the importance of (X ) 
0 Hijt J
in explaining (Y,)n (p, 72). He proposes that the sum of aosoiULe values of
annual changes in X, be used:
3
(20) 'ij TT , . 21 1  J t
■■X.Jt
The introduction of the Goldberger measure of the contribution oj. an exo 
genous variable to the change in an endogenous variable, u_,— ? readt* to a con
sideration of the ways in which multiplier analysis might be applied in the 
context of the analyses of instability, Up to this point, the discussion has 
considered the formal derivation of the multiplier values; it now examines 
how assumptions upon which the derivations are based influence empirical 
application. The discussion begins with an examination of the usefulness of 
the u ,. and takes up the issues concerning the time period over which multi-
ij
piier analysis is applied.
From (20) 
values of the 
is prafered to
u is seen to have as its multiplicand the sum ot absolute
■ - ij................................;.......... ;.. . . .^.......„...
annual changes in the exogenous variable X , This formulation 
other possible measures because the changes in X may oe posi­
tive in some years and 
its mean or some other 
changes could obscure
negative in others when measured in deviations from 
base value, Presentation of the net value of these 
important characteristics of X_, 's oenavior relative to
does notthe endogenous variable' I'd . However , the aggregate term 
provide a time profile of changes in X^, .
t
Given that the iv 4 have bean computed for all relevant combinations of
the endogenous and exogenous variables (as indicated by the reduced form equa­
tions), it should be a simple matter to compare these coefficients and to 
determine, for any I'd, which X are important in terms of explanation of 'xl 7s
movement, This subset of exogenous variables is called a Simplified reduced 
form' 5 by Go.ldberger (1959, p. 73), These simplified equations can then be 
used in making rough predictions for the Y.., However, in an instability
study, the ranking of the X obtained from the may be of equal interest,
Once the exogenous variables are ranked, it is instructive to consider 
the characteristics of and relationships among these variables. For example, 
for policy purposes, it may be useful to identify which of these exogenous 
variables are controllable, or at least susceptible to the influence of the 
policymaker. Dependent upon the variable’s ranking, its manipulation may be 
a viable course of action in attempting to influence the movement of the endo­
genous variable.
In this context, it should be remembered that the exogenous variables 
themselves may be intercorrelated, due either to systematic or to spurious rela­
tionships, Systematic relationships should be explicitly incorporated in the 
structural model. In a correctly specified model, the regressors should be 
ap proximat e1y or th o gar, a I , Howeve r , apparently spurious correlation may still 
appear and cannot be accommodated by changing the model specification. While 
it may be difficult to distinguish spurious from causal relationships it is 
advisable to examine the correlation matrix for regressors which may exhibit 
Tnulticollinearity, Multiccllinearity can be a problem because it can result 
in imprecise coefficient estimates and also because it may confuse the selec­
tion of controllable variables,
The values of the multipliers are derived based on the relationships 
extant during the sample period, So, care must be taken in extrapolating the 
results outside that period, Furthermore, multipliers are derived from a 
ceteris paribus one unit change in the leva! of an exogenous variable. While 
these conditions are virtually never duplicated in the real world, the usually 
tacit assumption is that the multiplier values nevertheless retain some valid­
ity, Finally, the calculation of multipliers is only valid for linear models, 
Where non-linearities in variables or parameters exist a linear approximation 
may be used but this will not necessarily be acceptable, The alternative to 
the analytical multiplier technique is simulation using the structural model, 
to be discussed below,
Simulation analysis
Simulation techniques can be used to examine the influence of changes 
greater than one unit or of a random nature in exogenous variables, as well 
as the effects of the stochastic component of behavioral relationships. A
maj or advantage of simulation is that it is not limated to linear models - 
This procedure can lest be explained with reference to tne Adeimans examina­
tion of the Klein-Goldberger (K-G) model of the United States economy. Their 
purpose was to
,,.learn whether the (Klein—Goldberger model) really 
offers an endogenous explanation of a' persistent 
cyclical process , We should like to learn wnatnsr 
the system is stable when subjected to single exo­
genous shocks3 what oscillations (if any) accompany 
the return to the equilibrium path and what is tne 
response of the model to repeated external and inter­
nal shocks, iPc 597)
The Adeimans’ interest in explaining cyclic behavior is employed here for 
illustrative purposes; the techniques are more generally applicable,
In order to study the K-G model’s dynamic properties, the Adeimans simu­
lated the model over one hundred years. After some minor revisions of Une 
structural model, the exogenous variables were extrapolated, many by fluting 
linear trends to post-war data, These values, along with as many lagged endo 
genous values as .needed, were then used to solve the model using the values 
of the endogenous variables found in time t to compute the next set m  time^ 
t + x. The Adeimans found that the behavior of the system was monotonic and 
essentially linear, with no evidence of an internally generated cycle. By the 
eighth year, the system ’’was essentially on its long run equilibrium path
(p. 604).
Thus, the Adeimans examined the question of system suability using simu­
lation rather than the analytical techniques to which the earlier^discussion 
alluded, The projected values of the endogenous variables over time^repre­
sent a moving equilibrium but the explicit expressions for these paths are 
difficult to derive analytically because some of the exogenous variaoles are 
extrapolated as nonlinear functions of time, The Adeimans never deal expli­
citly with the multiplier matrices, since their primary interest is m  the 
response of the system to movements larger than the one unit change postulated 
in the multiplier concept.
The Adeimans noted that while their simulation of the K-G model pre­
dicted monotonic behavior in the endogenous variables, actual values exhi­
bited cyclic behavior, They therefore considered the possibility that an 
exogenous shock to the system might produce more realistic results. To test 
this Idea, the real magnitude of federal outlays, an exogenous variable, was
■ reduced significantly-from..its. extrapolated...value.In...the ninth ..year (when tne
system was presumed on its equilibrium pa tn) but was re turned uo its^  ex1 1 a 
pointed path in subsequent years. It was found that although this change 
resulted in marked displacement from the equilibrium path for some 30 years, 
it did not produce the observed cyclical behavior.
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In a sense, then, the Adelmans simulated multiplier analysis. The shock 
they employed* however., was -much, greater in magnitude than either the one 
time only or once and for all unit change postulated in multiplier analysis, 
They remark.
While It Is obvious that such a discontinuity In an exo­
genous variable, is basically equivalent to a change in 
initial conditions, it Is equally obvious that the re­
sponse of a dynamic system to large displacements may 
be quite different from its behaviour under small per­
turbations. (p. 604)
It Is not possible to examine the effects of greater than one unit displace­
ments In exogenous variables within the framework of conventional multiplier 
analysis, As a partial derivative, the multiplier coefficient gives the 
value of change in the endogenous variable for an infinitesimally small change 
in the exogenous variable. Conventtonally3 infinitesimally small is inter­
preted as a one unit change in the exogenous variable, However, one unit may 
actually be quite a large change, depending on the scale of the variable, For 
example, wheat support price is often defined in terms of dollars per bushel 
but seldom would we expect that price to change by one dollar, Thus, the 
unit of measure does not seem Infinitesimally small compared to the typical 
variation in support price. So, simulation allows consideration of the effects 
of a more realistically sized shock, A researcher would be able to identify 
those which seem relatively more Important In influencing the behavior of 
endogenous variables,
The Adelman study also considers two more possible sources of cyclic be­
havior, The effects of random shocks superimposed on the extrapolated values 
of the exogenous variables are called Type I shocks. The addition of a ran­
dom disturbance term, to the empirically fitted equations provides what Is 
referred to as a Type II shock. Their purpose was to determine !'whether or 
not the introduction of relatively minor uncorrelated perturbations into the 
Kleln-Goldberger structure (would) generate cyclical fluctuations analogous 
to those observed in practice" (p. 606),
Because the smooth extrapolation of the exogenous variables over time is 
not likely to produce realistic time paths, the imposition of random shocks 
seems a logical way of allowing for nontrend movement, These Type I shocks 
were constructed in the following fashion*
, , .define tha value of an exogenous variable y^_ at 
time t as Its trend value plus the shock
term sy * and assume that syt has a Gaussian distri­
bution with a mean of zero, In order that the shocks 
inflicted upon the system fee of a more or less realis­
tic magnitude at all times* we evaluate the standard 
deviation of sy^ over that portion of the data for
which our least squares fit was made;, and* tor our 
subsequent calculations, we maintain the ratio of 
standard deviation of sy^ to y ^ ^  at a value inde­
pendent of time* (p= 607)
For the K-G model, the Adelmans found that the imposition of Type I shocks 
did not produce cyclic behavior,
Given the original and extrapolated values of the exogenous variables, 
the Adelmans found it was impossible to induce cyclic behavior m  the model 
whether by large displacements in one variaoia's value or by has imposition 
of random shocks on the extrapolated time paths of all exogenous variables 
simultaneously. However, Type II shocks (changes in the error terms of 
system equations) represent another potential source or cyclic or oscillatory 
behavior in a stable dynamic system-.
The Type II, unlike the Type I , shock represents a source of cyclical 
behavior which is internal to the model. This is m  contrast to tne discon­
tinuous shock and Type I shock, which applied to changes in the values of the 
exogenous variables defined as being determined outside the system. There­
fore, their influence on the system's behavior is externally generated.
In general * the error term may be attributed to two sources* First, the 
specification error can contribute to the term. If is the true variable, 
but some quantity X - X* + v is actually measured, the random component v will 
contribute to the error as would the influence of o m 1 1 ed variaoles, Second, 
economic relationships can rarely be expected to hold exactly, so tnat the 
inclusion of a random component in the functional form is as important in 
specifying the relationships among variables as the choice of tne variables 
themselves.
In deriving the Type II shocks, the Adelmans assumed that, because there 
appeared to be no a priori reason why errors from the dlfrersnt sources should 
be correlated, the random error terms could be assumed to be normally disllI- 
buted. The terms are further presumed to have mean sero and their standard 
errors are calculated in the same fashion as were Type Ifs. The terms were 
also drawn in the same way.
For the K-G model, the Adelmans found the imposition of Type II shocks 
did indeed result in cyclical model behavior. They found tnat the overall 
predicted behavior corresponded well to that of business cycle theory and 
empirical findings.
......Should Type...II.,...or...stochastic, shocks appear to be important in explain­
ing movement in one or a system of endogenous variables, what assumptions can 
be made about the genesis of the residual terms? As previously discussed, 
the terms may have their source in mis-specification (omitted variables, mea­
surement error) or in inherent noise or truly random events (the prime example 
being weather). The ability to differentiate among these possible sources 
would aid in assessing the nature of instability (e.g-, random movement in 
real world prices is not due to omitted variables).
Realistically * one cannot hope to disentangle these causes with the 
regression technique„ However, some rough separation might be possible at 
least theoretically if not empirically, For example, in an equation which 
attempts to explain variation in yield, one -might expect the weather to exert 
an Influence, It the yield equation does not contain a proxy for weather, 
metereologieal influences would most likely be contained in the error term, 
Unfortunately, find ring some logical explanation of the contents of the error 
term is not usually even this straightforward.
Results and comments on the applications
An empirical demonstration of all the methodological questions discussed 
in. this chapter is beyond the scope of this study, As an alternative, selected 
techniques are illustrated with respect to an existing model, There was no 
attempt to specify and estimate an original dynamic, simultaneous equation 
model and some of the techniques examined■in the section, such as the Adelmans* 
Type I and II shocks, were not analyzed, The rest of this section reports on 
what was learned in trying to use an econometric model in the analysis of 
instability,
Mofs model of the United States wheat sector, described in a 1968 USDA 
bullstin, was chosan for the analysis. For the period 1928- to 1964, Mo esti~ 
mated a six aquation recursive model explaining U,S, wheat consumption, 
Including inventory demand in the form of government and commercial stocks, 
and U,S, exports, but specifying production exogenously, The equations;, their, 
estimated coefficients, and variable definitions are given in Table 6 , Values 
for the short and long run multipliers from the model were also given by Mo 
who also determined that the system was stable,
Us ing Mo1s results , three, rankings of the importance of sources of insta­
bility for each endogenous variable were computed-, The rankings were made 
using the Beta or standardised coefficients, the impact multipliers, and the 
Goidberger y measure - the impact multiplier times, the sum of the absolute 
values of annual changes in the exogenous variable, These results are reported 
in Tables 7, 8 , and 9,
The Beta coefficients (Table 7) are based on the structural equations,
For each endogenous variables the explanatory variables are ranked in order 
of importance as indicated by the absolute value of the computed coefficient, 
These rankings are often quite different from those which would be obtained 
it the ordinary regression coefficients alone were considered. The differ­
ences in standard deviation or ’’typical variability75 among the regressors 
make the rankings of the standardized coefficients, which account for this, 
different,
In contrast, the impact multipliers and the u coefficients (Tables 8 
and 9, respectively) are based on the reduced form equations, which express 
each endogenous variable as an explicit function of all the exogenous vari­
ables. Consequently, the composition of the sources of variability in an 
endogenous variable is often quite different than that inferred by simply
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Table 6 , Mo!s Wheat Model,
Note: The figures in parentheses below the estimated co 
standard errors of the estimates, and R is the 
of multiple correlation, All estimates are OLS.
efficients are the 
timated coefficient
Farm Price and Support Relation
p = 0.1492 + 0.9189 P t s c
(0,0448)
4- 0.0108 K f ot
(0.0014)
R = 0.97
Food Consumption Relation
q*nt 1,1989 - 0,2284 Pt 
(0.0678)
+ 0,0077 ? + 1,6005 0 ( 1  )ct t
(0,0042) (0,2254)
R - 0,97
Feed Consumption Relation
q  ^ = -137,8420 143.7966 Pt + 1.6302 Pfot + 1*7860 
(37.4650) (0,5804) (0.8894)
R = 0.88
Government Inventory Relation
C = -182,9923
gt
115,6075 Pst + 0,1806 KtDt_2Ot + 0.7446 Cg t _ 1  
(78.0566) (0.0913) (0.0974)
R = 0,94
Commercial Inventory Relation
C - 200.2999 - 64.4016 P 
ct
(24.5510)
0,0422 C + 0.3635 €g t c r—x
(0.0270) (0,1538)
R - 0.84
Export Relation
q = 433.5437 112,09799 q* + 0,0967 (Cfit c i- x
(80,3589) (0.0695)
C t-1 " + 0.6494 q£t„q 
(0.1361)
R = 0.93
Table 6 , (Continued)
VARIABLE DEFINITIONS
Endogenous
= average wheat price received by farmers in time t. ($/'bu)
qA‘ = domestic per capita use of wheat for food in time t (bu per capita) lit
qc = domestic use of wheat for feed in time t (mil, bu) r t
C ~ government wheat inventory at the end of time t (mil. bu)
C = commercial wheat inventory at the end of time t (mil, bu)c t
q - total U,S. exports of wheat in time t (mil, bu)
Exogenous
st ~ average wheat support price at time t ($/bu) 
= 1 . if no price support program at time t 
= 0 , otherwise
Ifot farm price index of other feed grains (corn, oats, barley, and sorghum) at time t {1957-59 = 1 0 0 )
index at time t (1957-59 ~ 100)p~ ct consumer pri-
It- n 0r capita d
G(It) ;- a nonlinear
L Q X  ■a in con-sum:t (mil, units)
Bt “ 1, during Wo:
= n^ i otherwise
j£. " 1, 1 £ f ■ft "r es "
~~ 0 , otherwise 
= 1, during World War II 
= 0 , otherwise
= total 1,5. wheat production at time t (mil, bu)
A3
Table 7 Beta Coefficients for Mo’s Wheat Model.
Endogenous Variable _____ _______ ___-—
Explanatory P q* qf cet Cct qEt
Variable t ht
st
V f o t
ct
G d t)
fot
KtDt-2°t
!t-l
gt
Jct- 1
Q A
'ht
0.7927
0.3761
0,1255
0,3601
1,1090
0.6036 
0.2303
0,2799 0.8549
0.0712
0,3777
0.7446
0,1968
0.3635
0,2226
0.6494
qEt-l
r an king Pst G(It)
-pt Cgt-1
p 
‘ t qEt-l
V f o t pct p,  ^fot Pst Cct-1
qht
pt t
0 t A tO *“
4-4
Table 8 , Impact Multip H e r  s for M o !s Wheat Model,
Endogenous VariableExpi. cii i d. t o l ~y p 
Variable t a*ht qft Cgt Cct qEt
P 0,9189 -0 * 2099 -132.1347 115.6075 -64.0573 23,5268s t
K P c 0,0108 -0,0025 -1,5530 -0.6955 0.2765t fot
P 0,0077 -0.8632ct
G(It) 1,6005 -179.4127
P 1.6302fot
Lt 1,7860
D 159.4989t
K D „ 0
VOo00vHO -0.0076t t- 2  t
RANKING P 0 ( 1  ) 0 P P G(I )St t t St s t L
K P P K D K Pr 10t fot s t St t t-2 t t fot 3 C
K P_ -r K D ,cO 'Dt fot t t t- 2  t Ct
P p K P„ct fot t rot
K P„t fot
Table 9. Goldbergerfs y Measure for Mo’s Wheat Model,
Explanatory
Variable
Endogenous Variables
Pt qht qft Cgt cct qEt
PSt 33.9993 -7.7663
-4888,9839 4277.4775 -3520.2392 870,4916
K P_ t rot 2.0304 -0.4700
-291,9640 -130.7540 -51.9971
Pct 0.6430
-28,9462
G(I ) t 2.2919
p
* fot
894.9798
Lt
364.4512
D t
o  Oot t- 2  t 577 .8279
-24.3161
RANKING PSt PSt PS t Pst
PSt
P
1 St
K P, - t fot G(IJ P£ - fot V t - 2 ° t K P. _ t tot
"D
J‘ ct
Pc t Lt
K.D_ C^'t t- 2  t K P c . t fot
K P,  ^t fot K P- _t fot
G(I ) t
considering the explanatory variables in the structural equations, The rank­
ings again change from the impact multipTiers to the U coefficients, which 
take in to account the size of the annual changes in the exogenous variables,
According to the 1 coefficient, the wheat support price p is the most w s t
important determinant of the behavior of each of the endogenous variables,
However, p does not figure so prominently in the .other two rankings, If
stabilization of farm price were a policy objective, then the support price
would be the obvious choice of policy instrument. . However, the likely perva­
sive effects of its manipulation are not revealed unless the results of the 
p coefficients are considered. One of the objectives in employing regression 
techniques is to examine how schemes for controlling instability in a variable 
could affect the rest of the system in which it is embedded, The use of the 
coefficients based on the reduced form from the simultaneous model facilitate 
this investigation, The use of standardized regression coefficients, which 
are derived from single equations, does not incorporate these linkages,
The rankings obtained from the three coefficients do not enable a precise 
apportionment of the historical variance in the endogenous variable. For one 
thing, they ignore the possible. Influence of random events, embodied in the 
residuals of the regression equations, More significantly3 the coefficients 
for each exogenous variable -are derived on the assumption that all the other 
exogenous variables are held constant. Historically, all these are likely to 
have fluctuated. Therefore, the relationships s.mon.g exogenous variables * 
their interaction, are ignored in deriving those coefficients. The net effect 
of a change in any one exogenous variable will depend on the behavior of all 
the others and the nature of their intercorrelation. Thus y we obtain .a rank­
ing which, does not take these possible interactions Into account. As illus­
trated in the Burt and Finley decomposition, these interaction effects can be 
significant. The inability to account precisely for these interaction effects 
is the main drawback of this analytical approach.
Simulation.* on the other-hand, provides a way to examine the effects on 
an endogenous variable when more than one exogenous variable changes. The 
Influence of changes in the stochastic residual can also be evaluated,
Coupled with the analytical results of the coefficients discussed above* simu­
lation can be used to look at those scenarios which are of most interest.
For Mo!s model, the analytical results indicate that manipulation of the sup­
port price would have significant impact not only on farm price but on other 
endogenous variables* Since the unit of measure of support pries is dollars 
per bushel* simulation could be used to investigate the effects of smaller 
than one dollar changes* which would seem to be more realistic, The value of 
other variables * such as government stocks, could be simultaneously changed * 
and the net effect on farm price and other endogenous variables evaluated,
These demonstrations of methodology are simple compared with some of the 
techniques the section has discussion, However* it is still possible to see 
that both the structural specification of the model and the type of post-esti­
mation analysis pursued can affect the conclusions derived from the model.
In this sense, methodologies based on simultaneous equation
criticised for their ambiguity. However, it would- seem a^e
the advantage of reflecting the relativity and dynamism impliuj-L in aen 
most general concept of instability»
A model which is to be used for dynamic and/or stochastic simulation 
analvsis must be built with this in mind, The structural specification 
should be done carefully since the subsequent analysis ^epencs on it^ 
ex^ c*- combination of techniques applicable' in a particular case depends on 
the nature of the system and its instability. When random events or stocks, 
such as weather effects, play a large role in determining fluctuations^in  ^
endogenous variables, then deterministic multiplier analysis may onlyoe on 
limited use. In the process of model specification, t.^ e characteris n  L 
the system should become clear so that the choice of techniques can be made 
with them in mind.
IV, Summary and Conclusions
Summary
The objective of this bulletin has been to appraise the use of empirical 
techniques in the analysis of instability. No attempt was made lo define 
instability beyond a recognition that it involves some degree o„ i^abiliuy 
in an economic quantity. What portion of this variability is regarded as 
’’unacceptable1* or unstable will depend, at least partly, ^ on suDjectiv^. . *
Key variables associated with agricultural revenue, specifically,^acreage , 
yield, output, and price, provided the framework for the application oi t -
empirical methodology.
In making the aopraisal, empirical techniques were divided into aever«i 
broad categories. The division was made on the grounds tnat no one technique 
provides all the information necessary for an analysis otjLnst&b±l^ty- ^
general phenomenon of instability has different faceL=, au ii, ,
one or more might be required. This bulletin specifically considered methods 
which (1) characterize unstable behavior, (2) Identity sources _oi insua^^it, , 
and (3) orovide an evaluation of means for its control. Specific emp^rica 
methodologies were separated according to the type of information they pro 
vide, The first section dealt with single variable measures u*ed to ae - ~
and quantify unstable behavior, The next section considered tne^uss^ot^cen 
titles to allocate instability to component variables,^ .ne ,mai ^ n
examined the use of regression techniques to identity rurtner cnc sourv-e© 
instability and to evaluate means for its control,
Conclusions
Two major conclusions follow from this investigation, 
be explicit recognition of which aspect ot mstaoility a part-uu^a., - 1
evaluates, This way, the limitations of any one approach^are made clear 
Significant complementarity and tradeotts exist among emp^ri^ai » ° 
Second, once a technique has been selected, its application c o . n :
tent with its underlying assumptions. These assumptions di^CLiy intluence
the empirical results derived; they may imply restrictions which are unaccept­
able or untenable in particular cases, By considering them explicitly, .limi­
tations and biases can be made clear. Such clarity is essential since it is 
not possible to define instability unambiguously.
The characterization of unstable behavior was pursued through the use 
of univariate measurement techniques, These consider a single variable in 
isolation; no connection with other variables is incorporated. The importance 
of the assumptions and properties of different measures was demonstrated 
through tlieir application to data on ten ITS. field crops. For several vari­
ables, e.g., yield and acreage, no unambiguous determination of which was the 
most unstable either across crops or within crops could be made. The rankings 
obtained were dependent on the measure employed, Differences in results 
emerged because of differences in assumptions and sensitivities of the mea­
sures . Thus, an analysis which uses one of these measures could well be 
challenged by one which employs sortie other. Selection can only be made on 
the basis of which measure reflects the view of instability most compatible 
with the aim of the study. For example, an analysis concerned with movements 
net of long term trend will require a different measure than one concerned 
with year-to-year variability. The criteria a measure uses to judge insta­
bility , must be stated explicitly in the analysis; and this can only be done 
if the analyst understands the assumptions which underlie it.
The first step toward decomposing the sources of instability by relating 
the behavior of the variable of interest to movements in other variables. A 
method of variance decomposition relying on identities, such as revenue as the 
product of price and output, was examined, Total variance was allocated among 
its sources; the distinction between deterministic and stochastic or trend 
and non-trend movement could no longer be made despite the fact that this is 
frequently assumed to be possible. It was concluded that the error in apply­
ing the decomposition to detrended data has arisen because of the lack of con­
sideration of the underlying assumptions of the Taylorseries, In a similar 
way, reliance on the covariance between price and quantity to identify the 
source of instability in supply or demand was found to be warranted only under 
certain restrictive assumptions.
The next section considered the use of regression techniques to examine 
the sources of instability and to evaluate means for control. Although this 
approach allows the sources of instability to be evaluated in more detail 
than is the case with the decomposition of identities, it does not permit the 
same ease of measurement of ins Lability, The use of simultaneous equation 
econometric models allows both the dynamic aspect of instability to be re­
flected, as in the univariate measures, and its relativity, as embodied in 
the variance decomposition of Identities. An Indication of the relative 
importance of sources of instability and the probable consequences of their 
manipulation can be gained from regression analysis, Depending on the assump­
tions made about the nature of change in behavior, simulation or multiplier 
analysis can be used to gauge the effects of control on unstable variables,
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The progression from the single variable measures to multivariate regres 
sion represents a considerable Increase in computational burden, However, 
this burden Is balanced by a gain of information, Whether or not the^ increas 
in complexity is warranted depends on the objectives of the study^ <*t hand. 
However, it is always necessary to delineate the limitations of the approac i 
chosen. This bulletin Is intended to assist in an assessment of those 
limitations,
50
Computer
APPENDIX
Programs for the Analysis of Instability
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SVIM (PROGRAM TO DERIVE SINGLE VARIABLE INSTABILITY MEASURES)
Description
Derives single variable measures of variability defined in Table 
is in the form of an unlimited number of sets of variables^each 
up to 1 0 variables each with up to 30 observations per variable,
1. Input 
composed of
Input
Card Cols
1 1 - 2 Number of variables in current variable set
3-4 Number of observations per variable
5-80 Title for variable set.
2 1 - 8 Name of 1 st variable in set
9-18
n
Name of 2nd variable in sett?
N
72-80 Name
1!
of 1 0 th variable in set.
3 1-80 Data format} e.g* (1QF8.3).
4 et seq Data punched in form specified by 3, in time series form by
variable *
Final Blank to terrainsits job or to process further variable sets
repeat cards 1-4■ above.
o o O o 
O o U 
U O
 O
 O
c
C PROGRAM TG DERIVE SINGLE VARIABLE INSTABILITY MEASURES 
C
C VERSION SEPTEMBER 1983 
C
C PRGGRAM HANDL E S AH UNLIMITED NU M 6 1 R UF VARIABLE SETS EACH 
C COMPOSED OF 1 N S E T 3 VARIABLES' WITH OBSERVATIONS PER VARIABLE
C
c STORAGE ALLOWS TOR 10 VARIABLES PER SET AND 30 OBSERVATIONS PER 
C VARIABLE 
C
C D. BLANDFGRD j DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS, CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
C ITHACA NY 14853 
C
REALMS DATA I 301,X A {30),XB{303*X C (30)?A ,A B , A C ,R N 1 ,RN 2 ,V1 ,V2,CV1,
1 C V2 s S C V 1 , SC V 2 t R2 9 F ? 0 W ? DST0 1 30 ? 10 )
I NT EGE RS N ?NSET «N N fSW#PCI
COMMON X A .9 A * AB s A C 9 V 1 * V2 t C V 1 ? C¥2 j 3C V 1 i SC V 2 * R 2 j F * D W * N j Si«
I N T E G E R S  CA C 1 9 ) * C 8 (20 3 
DIMENSION FMTC20}
READ NUMBER OF VARIABLES IN SET, NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS,
LABEL FOR THE SET* DATA FORMAT AND DATA
1 READ!5,1000)NSET.N, I C A U  3 , 1=1, 19)
1F (N S E T •E Q *0} GOTO 50 
NL^NS£T * 2
R£AD(5.»110GI {CB U  ) ,1=1 iNU 
READ!5,11003{FMTCJ3,J = 1* 20)
READ I5?f M T 3 i (DSTOiI »J 3* I = 1 * N IfJ=l,NSET)
N 8 ~ 1  
NE = 2
COMPUTE SET OF MEASURES VARIABLE BY VARIABLE 
PCT-0
0 0  1 0 0  I" 1,N S E T 
IF<PCT.N£*3) GOTO 105 
WRITE! 6 ?101 O H C A 1 J ) ,J=1*19J 
PC T-G 
GOTO 106
105 WRITE<6,1050iCCA«J3»J=lfl9i 
PCT=PCT+i
106 DO 110
110 OATAiJ)=DSTO(J,I3
WRITEI 6 , I 1 5 0 H C B I  Jif J = NB,NE3
MB=N3+2
Ne^N£4-2
PERCENTAGE RANGE <PR3
DO 200 J ~ 2 * N
A™OATAIJ 3-DATAU-1J
XC<J)*=A/DATA{J-1>
X A I J ) ™ D A B S 1 X C 1 J ) 3 
IF C A » G £ * 0 « 0 3 GC TC  220 
X 3 (J 3” X A I J )
GOTO 200
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220 X B (J ) = A/OATA < J )
200 CONTINUE 
A - X A ( 2 )
A8 = X A (2 )
DO 230 J=3,N
IF C XA CJ).LT.A)A=XA<J)
1FIXAI J)•GT*A8)A8=XA(J)
230 CONTINUE
AC=(AB-A)*100,.0 
WRITEI6,1200)AC 
C
C AVERAGE PERCENTAGE CHANGE *APC1~3)
C
A~G * 0 
AB^O.O 
AC = 0 • 0
DO 300 J = 2 j N 
A-A+XA{J 3 
AB-AB+XC{J)*XC(J)
300 AC-AC+XB i J )
RM 1--N— 1 
A=A/RNI*100.0 
A8=AB/RN1 
AC=AC/RNI*100.0 
WRITE(6,1300)A*AB,AC 
C
C 3 AND 5 PERIOD MOVING AVERAGES {M A )
C
A8-0 * Q 
NN=N-1
DO 400 J=2,NN 
X A {J )=0•0 
JJ=J~1 
JJJ=J+1
DO 410 K-JJiJJJ 
410 X A ( J J = X A ( J ! -f DATA ( K )
XA<J)=XA(J)/3.0
XB(J) = DABSU0ATA<J>-XA( J) )/XA(J) )
400 AB-A8+XB(J }
RN2=N-2
AB^AB/RN2*1G0.0
AC"0 a 0 
NN-N-2
DG 420 J = 3 ?NN 
XA i J )-Oa 0 
JJ-3-2 
JJJ^J+2
....... CO.. 430. K = .....................
430 XA(J)=XA{J)+DATA(K)
XAIJ)=XA(JJ/5.0
X 8 U ) - D A B S U 0 A T A  I J )~XA C J) )XXA( J) ) 
420 AC = AC + X 8 (J )
RN 2=N-4
AC-AC/RN2^100*0 
WRITE(6,1400 JAB,AC
C
C CCPPCCK* S INDEX ( C D
C
DO 500 J~1? N
n 
o 
o 
o 
o
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500 XA<J)=DL0G*DATA<J))
A~G * 0
DO 510 J“ 2 ? N 
XB*J3=XA<J3-XA(J-13
510 A= A + X8 ( J J .
A ™ A / R N 1 
A 8 =0 . 0
DO 520 J = 2,N 
RN2=T X 6 { J J — A )
520 A 6 =A 8 + R N 2 ^  R N 2 
A8=A8/RN1
AB=OEXP(DSQRTIA8) )
W R I T E ! 6 » 1500 i AB
VARIANCE {N WEIGHTED), AVERAGE ABSOLUTE DEVIATION, AND 
UNSTANDAROIZED/STANDARDIZEO COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION (CVtSCV) 
FOR R A W , LINEARLY DETRENDED, AND EXPONENTIALLY DETRENDED DATA
A ■= 0 . Q 
AB=0.0 
AC=0,0 
R N 1 = N
DO 600 J ~ iiN 
X A 1J ) = J 
XS(JJ=DATAiJ)
XC {J)=OLGG(DATA{J ))
A=A + XA< J )
A8=A8+XB(JJ 
600 AC=AC+XC*J)
A=A/RN1 
A 8 = A S / R N 1 
A C - A C / R N 1 
00 610 J = 1 , N 
XA'UJ^XAi J3-A 
X8i J ) = XS i J 3 — A8 
610 XCtJ3=XC(J)-AC 
CALL C V R (XByAB)
WRITE!6»1600I V V 2 »CVI,SCV1,CV2,SCV2 
WRITEC6,16I0)
sw=o
CALL DETfU XB)
WRITE! 6,1600}Vi,V2,CVlfSCVlfCV2fSCV2
NN=N-2
WRITE* 6,1620 3R2,NN,F,DW 
WRITE*6,1630)
SW = 1
CALL DETfU X U
WRITE!6»1600)Vl,V2»CVl*SCVl»CV2fSCV2 
WRITE* 6,16 20 3 R2,NN,F ,0W
NRITEI6,I6401 
100 CONTINUE 
GOTO 1 
50 CONTINUE 
C
.1000 F0RMAH2I2, 19A4)
1010 FORMAT(,1,UINSTABILITY MEASURES FOR *,19A4)
1050 FORMAT * 9 1 , *INSTABILITY MEASURES FOR »,19A4)
1 100 FORMAT I20A4 3
1 150 FORMAT * < *,•VARIABLE...*,19A4)
o 
o 
o 
n 
r> 
r>
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1200 FORMAT ( 3 1 , 3 PERCENTAGE RANGE (PR) =7 ?F7.2)
1300 FORMAT{3 * * * AVERAGE PERCENTAGE CHANGE APC1 = 5 ? F7.2,1 APC2 = • »
1F7-4,' APC3 = * ,F7.2)
1400 FORMAT{1 * »’MOVING AVERAGE MEASURES MA3 = ’»F7.2*1 MAS =’ *F7.2) 
1500 FORMAT{* sf 5COPPOCK INDEX (Cl) = * (F7.4}
1600 FORMAT(3 * ,1VARX ANCE = * ,D14.7,1 AVERAGE ABSOLUTE DEVIATION = S  
1014^ 7/ » 3 | ‘COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION** --VIS) = * ? F6.2, * SIS) = %  
1F6 « 2 ? 5 V(D) = * * F6» 2 »* SID) = SF6.2)
1610 FORMAT(3 G 1* * LINEARLY DETRENDED DATA1)
1620 FORMAT(* 3 #1R-SQUARED = ffF7*4?2X?aF(lj#?I2j* ) * * tF9 * 4,2X*3DURBIN-W 
1AT SON 0 STATISTIC = f fF7.4/)
1630 FORMAT(* f t•EXPONENTIALLY DETRENDED DATA1)
1640 FORMAT(> » i
STOP 
END
CALCULATION OF COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION
SUBROUTINE CVR(Z,M)
REALMS Z( 30) j M» XA( 30) *A» ABf ACj Vl |V2» CVl t CV2f SCVI *SCV2» R2f Ff DWj RN
INTEG£R*2 N»SW
COMMON XA,A,AB,AC,VI,V2,CVIfCV2,SCVi, SCV2tR2,F ,QW,N»$W 
V1=0*G 
V2-0*0
DO 100 1=15N 
V1-V1+Z( I J * Z U  )
100 V2=V2 + 0A8S(Z(I I)
RN=N
Vl=Vi/RN 
V2-V2/RN 
CV1=DSQRT(V1)/M 
CV 2 =V 2 /M
5CV1=CV1/0SQRT(RN-1.03 
SC V2=C V27!2.C-2.0/RN)
CV1=CV1*100„0
CV2=CV2^100*0 
SCVi=$CVl*10Q*0 
SCV2=SCV2*100*0
RETURN
END
LINEAR AND EXPONENTIAL DETRENDING 
SUBROUTINE DETR(Z)
REALMS Zi30)»XA(30)»A,AB»ACfVljV2»CVlJCV2jSCVl?SCV2»R2»F1DW»C,Dj
It i 30),G(3 0 S,RN 
INTEGER*2 N ,3W
.... .COMMON. XA.r.Aj..A.8.i. A.C.t.y.l ?.V..2. t.CV.l.t CV2..* S.CV.1..I.SC V2 ».R2 ? F » DW jN» SW............
C=C*0 
D = Q * 0
DO 1Q0 1 = 1? N 
C=C+Z(I I *X A (I)
100 D=B+XA<I )*XA(I}
V1 = C / D
IF < $W * GT * 0 ) GOTO SO 
V2=A8-V1*A
50 IF(SW» £Q * 0) GOTO 60 
V2=AC-V1*A
60 DO 110 1=1,N
56
£(I}=V1*XAU i
G U H E U J
uo. Ei n = z n  ) - e ( i )
c=o.a
D"0 s 0
DO 130 1-1 ,N 
C=t+Vl*Z( I )*XA{ I )
130 D~D^-Z I I H Z U )
R2=C/D
r* ^  & r\L- - U * U
0 = 0*0
00 140 I = 1 , N
C = C+< Y1*V1 }*< X M  I)*XA(I ) )
140 O ^ E i U ^ U I  
RN-N-2 
F-C^RN/D 
C=0.Q
D=£(N3*E(N)
N1~N~1
DO 150 I~1 j N 1
d=o + e ( n ^ E i n
RN-1 E { I ns-13 — E 11 i .)
150 C~C>RN^RN 
DW-C/D
IF { SW * GT * Q } GO j 0 1T 0 
00 180 1 = 1,N
180 £ II3={AB+ZCI>3-1V2+V1*(XA(I)+A))
170 IFISW » EQ • Q I GOTO 190 
DO 200 1 = 1, N
200 £ CI) = D£XP1AC+Z{I 1)-DEXP(V2 +V1*(XA(I 5+ A ) )
1 9 0  CALL C VR £ £ ? ABI 
RETURN 
END
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BFB (Burt and Finley Decomposition)
Description
Derives 2 and/or 3 variable dec^siti°n of variance
definitional (Y) variables with up to 30 oD5ervation= per a *
Input
Card Cols
1 1-80 Job title
2 1-2 Number of definitions to be decomposed in currentdata set.
3-4
5-80 Data^format, e.g. (10FS.3) or (F15.4)
3 1-89-10
11-12
13-14
Name of first definitional variable in data set (Y) 
Number of definitional variables entered (»e-
explanatory note below),
Number of observations per variable
02 = 2 variable decomposition only required
rn = 3 variable decomposition only required
23 - both'2 and 3 variable decomposition required.
4 et seq Data punched in time series form as per format specified oncard 2 (for order see note below).
Final Blankrepeat
to terminate job or_ to process further vaiiab^t 
cards 1-4 above,
Explanatory Note
9-10, . „T nn Dt,n„i ^ he snee''ried in columnPor a two variable decomposition only 02 should u—  t xtor a t£Q_vai -^1.,. ; P H^r*v«nue identity (revenue - output xof card 3, For decomposition a., ihunr---tout; price willv ,nMi hp in rhe form ot revenue followed °^LX L> y
DTenarateddy the b e ^ p u !  folltidTylcreage bar-(output - acreage x yield) x e  aau
vested;'yield-will-be-generated- by the.program..............................
■ M u  H p - ™ s i H o n  only 03 should be specified in columns For a tnree variable de,.mHos^ on identity (revenue = acreage
9-10 of cardTTTSF decomposition of the « 2£2t£-i^aE±il  ^ followed by
x yi^d x Price) the data must ger««ed‘ internally by theharvested acreage, Both yield and price w n .  ’ “ S -
program.
^ . m i
v ia “ tiliS ■» “"*■order speci-ti^o ioi L-icl
('i 
o 
o 
ri 
o
o
 n
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C P^O^RAM TO DoRI VE 2 AND 3 VARI ABLE DECOMPOSI TI ON OF VARI ANCE IN 
C UNOCM I D E N T I T I E S  USI NG BURT AND F I N L E Y ’ S METHOD ( A U A E. 50,  .1 568 ,
C 7 3 A- 7 5 A)  FOR RAW AND L I NE ARL Y  DETRENDED DATA 
r
C V Z R S I 0  N SEPTEMBER IB ?. 2
PROGRAM WI LL ACCEPT MUL T I PL E  DATA GETS OF UP TO 30 Y VARI ABL E S,  
w i t h  UP TO 3 C OBSERVAT I ONS PE^ VARI ABLE
5L ANDF0RC,  DBF A HIM ENT OF AGRI CULTURAL ECONOMI CS,  CORNELL ' UNI VE RSI T Y  
I THACA NY 1 48 5 3
REALMS C A T A < 3 0 t 5 ) , D r M V { 3 2 , 5 ) , S T 2 < 6 G * l l > , S T D 2 ( 6 0 , l l ) , S T 3 < 6 0 , U > .  
1 S T D 3 C 6 0 » 1 1 ) * T ( 3 2 ) » S T A T < 3 0 « 8 >
I NT E £ER * 2 NPR 0 D *M OB S , NVAR, A SK, TN0 2 , I N D 3 , UNO BS ( 3 0 ) , I  , C2 , C 3 
I NTEGER CARD ( 20 ) , N A M £ < 3 0 , 2  ) , N S T 0 2 C-3 0 , 2 )  , N S T 0 3 ( 3 0 , 2 )
DI MENSI ON F MT ( 1 c >
RLAQ 15, 4  CO) ( CARD( I )  , 1 - 1 , 2 0 )
WR I T E <fa t 41Q) ( CA» C <I >» 1- 1 , 2 0 )
WR I T E < 6 , 5 0 0 )
WR I T £ 1 6 , 5 1 0 )
95 R E A D ( 5 , & 2 0) N P R 0 D , CFMT C l )  , I  = 1 , 1 C )
I F<MPROC. EQ*0> GOTO 100 
DO 1 1 - 1 , 6 0  
DO 1 J - 1, 11 
S T L I 2 , s J ) — Os U 
STD2 < 1 , J )  = 0*0 
ST 3 <I » J > =0* 0
1 S T D 3 ( I , U > - 0 * 0  
CO 2 1 : 1 , 8  
DO 2 J =1, NPRCD
2 ST AT  fJ  , I ) = Q *0 
I ND2 - 0  
I N D 3 = 0 
C 2 = 0 
C 3 -  0
DO 8 0 I  “ 1 , NPR0 D
READ <5» A30)  <NAMECI , J > fJ=l,2) *NVA8*NCBS * ASK
H  N 0 B ■$ < I  ) =NOE£
I F ( A $ K . £ Q , 2 # 0 R . A S K . E G . 2 3 > 3 N D 2 = I N D 2 + 1  
IF t ASK» EQ*2*CR*ASK*EG * 2 3 ) C2 - C 2 + 1
I F { A S K* E G* 3 , 0 R» . A S K» E Qt 2 3 )  I ND3=I ND3+1 
I F <A$ K« E G* 3 * GR* ASK* E Q* 2 3 ) C3 = C3 + 1  
DO 5 J -  3 1, 3 2 
5 T ( J  3 = 0 * 0
DO 6  J =1 , MORS 
T < J ) = J
& T ( 3 1 ) = T ( 3 1 ) + T t J )
T C 3 1 > = T ( 3 1 ) /NOBS 
DO 7 J = l *NOBS 
T ( J ) = T C J ) - T ( 3 1 )
7 T ( 32 > =T ( 32 ) +T ( J  ) * * 2  
DO 10 J - 1 , 3 0  
GO 10 K - l ? 5  
D A 7 A I J » K > “ 0*C 
10 DO M V ( J , K >-0 # 0
RE AD( 5 * FMT)  C <DATA < J , K } , J - 1 , N O B S ) , K  = 1 , 2 )
I F { N V A R * E Q , 3 ) R £ A D f  5 * F M T ) ( D A T A ( J , 3 ) , J = 1 * N Q 8 S )
59
I F < N V A R . E G . 2 ) G 0 T 0  20 
DO 15 J  = 2vN0BS
15 DATA ( J * 4 ) = Q A T A ( J » 2 ) / D A T A ( J* 3)
2 G DO 25 J - l f N 0 8 S
25 D A T A { J * 5 ) = D A T A < J * 1 ) / D A T A < J * 2 >
DO 3 0 J =31*32 
DO 30 K= l * 5
3 0 DOM V ( J , K  ) = C .0
DO 35 J=l*5 
DO AG K~ 1 NDBS
4 0 DOMV <3 1*J )  = C0MV<31 ) +DAT ACK9J >
DDMVi31 *J ) = DDMV( 3 1* J )/NOBS 
DO 4 5 K - x rNCB S
4 5 DOM V IK f J  5=0 ATA 4K ? J >- DDMV <31$J )
IF C N V A R « l Q * 2 * A N D * J * F G • 3 » 0 P * N V A R * s G * 2 *AND«J»EQ » 4 ) G 0 T G 3 d 
DO 50 K=1,N0BS
5 0 DDMV C 3 2 < J ) = CDMV<3 2*J ) *DDMV< K? J ) **2 
35 CONTINUE
D 0 H V i 3 2 * 1)  -~ C C M V f 3 £ <* 1 ) /MOPS 
I F C A S K * 3 3 5 5 f 6 0 ? 5 5
55 CALL EF2V<DDMV*N06Sf ST2*C2>
DO 5 £ ' J  = 1 * 2
56 N 3 T C 2 ( I N D 2 » J ) = N A M £ < I , J )
IF i ASK- 3  >65,65 ifcO
60 CALL BF3V<DDMV*NCBS» ST 3t C3)
DO 61 J= 1 $2
61 N S T 0 3 <I N D 3 * ^ ) = N A M E t I t J )
65 CALL DETMDDMV , T . S T A T  «NOBS* ASK*1 )
IFCASK™3;7Of 75^70
70 C ALL BF 2 y <D3JjwV ■9NOBS f STP2 9 C2 )
r 2 ~ C 2 + 1
I F ( ASK - 3 ) 8 Q s P f £
7 ^ CALL PF 7 V {0pMv NOBS S T D 3 »C3 )
c 3 ~ r 2 ■+X
6 0 c 0 N T IN u lT
I F U N D 2 r (a■St nU) b 0 r c e 7
uR I T E < -> 45 0 )
CALL DPR I N T { S T 2 * C 2 * N S T 0 2 >
W R I T S  C 6 $ 460)
CALL DPR I N I ( S T D 2 * C 2 , N S T O 2>
85 I F ( I *D3 . F G . O ) G O T O  9 0  
WRI T E<6*47G)
CALL QPR I N I t S T 3 * C 3 9 MS T 0 3 )
W R I T E { o , 4 B 0 )
CALL D P h INT <1T D 3 *C 3 S T 0 3 )
CALL SPR I N K N A M E . S T A T  iNNOPS » M°ROD
90 C O N T I N U E
..... GOTO - 9-5....................
100 CONT I NUE 
400 FORMAT { 2 CA45
410 FGRMATC * 0 ^ 2 0 4 4 5  
420 FORMAT ( 1 2 ^ 2 / ^ 1 9 4 4 }
430 FORMAT!  2 A 4 » 3 I 2 )
45 0 FORMAT ( *1 * * * T W Q VARI ABL E DECOMPOSI TI ON OF VARI ANCE -  RAW 
460 FORMAT < * ! * ♦* TWO VARI ABL E DECOMPOSI TI ON OF VARI ANCE -  L I N E  
TENDED DAT A*/ / / )
4 7 0 FOR MAT ( »1 *♦ f THREE VARI ABLE DECOMPOSI TI ON O f  VARI ANCE -  R A 
1 /)
48 0 F 0 R : M A T < * 1 * 9 * T H R E 2  V A R I A B L E  D E C C M c O S T T  I 0 N Or V A R I A N C E  - L I
DATA*///)
APLV PETR
V DAT A*//
M C A R L  ^ D t
60
■rn 0£ T A * / / / )
( ? 0 ? * C A L CU L A T F D U S I N G  R A W  D ft
T ( * Q * , *NOTE « / * ’ 1 * F I R S T  ROW OF
'A M E A N S  M
D E C O M P O S I T I O N  = V A R I A N C E  C O M P C
1T R r N C 
: 0 0 FORMA 
:1 0 FORMA
l N F N T $ T / f * i » F C R ? VARI ABLES RESI DUAL IS E S S E N T I A L L Y  REDUNDANT PUT
I C 0 M T A 
.1R I A b L 
1R 0 si C
i *
I N S  C A L C U L A T E D  
L S ■ " u. C> 1 L U ^  U I i
lir
HE
0^ Z £ R
S U M 0
; C R G S S - F R O D U C T  T E R M S * / *  * * * F C R  3 V 
A L L  N O N - L I N E A R  T E R M S * / / *  ? f s S E C C N D
i F O S I T I C N  = P E R C E N T A G E  A T T R I B U T I O N  U S I N G  D I R E C T  C O L O N S
irl t
it 0 
1 Mr
!■ A b 
r a!
DI VI OCRS 
:! J L A T E C V ^
/* • E R R O R  < F I a ST R O W )
I A N C £ ( S U M  ) * / * *f*rftROR
IS C O M P U T E D  W I T H  R E S P E C T  
( S E C O N D  R O W )  U S E S  Y V A F I A
cl ,*ip
C TWO VARI ABLE DECOMPOSI T I ON 
C
S U B R O U T I N E  B F £ V f X , N , S , M )
R E A L  *8 X ( 3 2 $ 3 ) * 8 ( 6 0 * 1 1 ) 9 H F M ( 4 * 4 ) * A
I NTEGER * 2 N*M 
D O  5 1 = 1 * 4
D O  5 J = 1 t 4 
5 M £ M ( 1 * -J )- 0 » 0 
.4- 1 , 0 /N 
DO 10 I = 1 f M
10 S ( H * 4 ) = S ( M < » 4 ) - A * X  { I * 2 )* X ( I  * 5)
DO 15 I = 1 » N 
S ( M s l ) = X ( I i 2 ) * X C 3 1 i ? )
S< M * 2  > = X ( I * 5 ) * X (31« 2)
S ( M f 3 > = y < I f 2 ) * X U *5)
DQ 15 J = l * 4  
DO 15 K ™ I *4
15 M £ M ( U * K ) = M £ M ( J f K ) + A * S ( M » J > * S ( N t K )
S (M « 1 ) “ X (32 a )
S (H ,2 )=MFM? 1 * 1  )
S ( M 3 > ~ M c M C 2 ■? 2 )
S( M*4) =M£M( 1* 2) +ME M( 2*1>
S ( M f E > = M E M ( 3 » 3 5 + M E M ( 4 1 4 ) + M E M < 3 f 4 ) + M F M ( A * 3 )
$ { H n £ )“MFMC2?3)^MFH< 3*2) 
S ( M » ? ) = M £ M ( l t 3 > + M E M C 3 t l )
5 ( t f * 3 > = M F M ( l ?4 ) + M £ M ( 4 * l )  + ME'M<2»4) + M F M ( 4 i 2 )
S ( ft * F ) = o ,0 ■
DO 2 0  t ~ 2 * 8
S <M , 9 } = S (M» 9) * S ( N  ,1 )
S 1 M , 1 0 > = $(M *  1 ) “ SC M * 9)
S { M f 11 ) - •n n u* # w
D O  25 1= .£ $
2 5 S ( M ? l l ) = S < M  »11 ) + S ( M  »I )
S ( M i U >  = D A 3 S ( S ( M ^ 9 ) - S < M * l l > > / S < M f 9 )
A G .a u
DO 30 I ” l ?3
3 0 A ~ A + S ( M * T )
DO 35 1 = 2*7 
3 5 S (M + l 5 D  = S < I ) /A 
S ( H + I ? 8 ) - 0 * G  
R E T U R N  
E N D
C T H R E E  V A R I A B L E  D E C O M F  OS I T 1 0 M
61
$ U 8 RCUT I N E BF3V(X*N*S»M>
REAL *8 X(32»5)*Sl60*ll)»M-.M(llill>»A
I N T E G E R S  N,M 
DO 5 1 = 1 *11 
DO 5 J = l i l i  
5 HEM ( I *J> - 0  *0 
A = 1 * 0 / N 
DO 10 I = l t N
S { H ? 0 5 ;rS C H f 9 ) i!"A5!rX Cl *3 ) * X (1 ? 5)  wXC31f45 
S < M « 1 0 ) = S < M » l Q > - A * X t I t 4 ) * X < I f 5 ) * X ( 3 1 * 3 )
10 S < M* l l >  = S t M * l l W * X ( I i 3 ) * X f I i 4 ) * X < I * 5 >
DO 2 0 1 = 1 » N
S ( M 9 l ) = X ( U 3 3 ^ X ( 3 1 f 4 ) * X ( 3 1 ^ 5 )
S t M * 2 ) = X < I * 4 ) * X ( 3 1 * 3 ) * X < 3 1 * 5 )
S ( M f 3 ) ■= X < I $ 5 ) * X { 3 1 * 3 ) * XC 31 % 4)  
g { M j 3 ) : : X < I t 3 5 * X C T $ 4 ) * X C 3 1 * 5 )
S C M f 5 ) = X ( I  * 3 ) * X ( I ? 5 5 * X ( 31 t 4 5 
S C M f 6 ) = X ( I ? 4 ) * X C I * 5 > * X < 3 1 1 3)
3 < M, 7 )  = X ( I * 3 ) * X ( I * 4 ) * X U , 5 >
DO 20 J  = 1 *11 
DO 2 0 K = 1 * 1 1
20 ME M( J i K ) = ME M< J t K ) + A * S < M» J ) * S ( Mf K >
S ( M 91 ) = y i 3 2 113 
S ( H t 2 > = H E M (1 ? 1 )
S C M « 3 ) = M t M i 2 12 )
St M*4)  = ME.M(3*3>
S( M*5) =Mc M(  1 2 ) + n f M C 2 f 1)  
SCM*£5“ M~ MCi t 3 ) + NE MC3 f l 5  
S ( Mf 7 ) = ME M< 2 i 3 ) + ME H < 3 » 2 )
S( M*f i >=0. 0 
S ( H » 5 ) = 0 * 0  
DO 2 5 I = h l l  
DO 25 j - i a i
2 5 S< M*9 3=S( M* 9) + MEMC I *u)
DO 30 1=2*7
3 0 S ( M « 8 ) = S ( H y 8 > + S < X * 1 )
$ < M * 1 1 ) =DA8 S ($ CM ? 95 - S ( H * 8 ) 3 / S < M * 9 )
S<M+1*11) =DA&S<S<M*13- S<^ f 8>) / S*M*1>
S { M * 8 ) = S ( M » S ) “ S<M» 8 )
S ( M 9 l 0 } = S ( H i l ) - S ( H » 9 )
A = Q * 0
DO 35 1=2*4 
35 A=A*S<MfI)
DO 40 1=2*8
4 0 S( M + l » I )  = S ( H , n  / A
R E T U R M
...... END...............................................
C LINEAR DETRENDING
r
3 U B R C U T I N E C E T R i X * T * S * N * t * I )
REALMS X ( 3 2 t 5 ) t T C 3 2 ) t 3 C 3 0 t 8 ) t C O V < 4 ) t B < 4 ) t S U M
I NTEGER *2 N I 
DO 5 J = l * 4  
C O V C J ) = 0 • 0 
5 & { J ) = 0 , 0 
DO 10 J = 1 i 4 
DO 15 K = l i N
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15 CSV { J ) “ C n V I v 5 ^ 1 * J * 1 )  ^T ( h 5
1 0 e<J)=CCV< 0 ) / T O 2 5  
K -  1.
iKJ~ 1^7 ? 2
£ Q 2 * AN D * j  « O 3 J £OR r» Lhi# C. W *
% — i ~F ? K3 * »■2 * T 13 2) / X < * 7 f K+l
( K 3 -CO v <K 3
J. 3 - su M #■< N- 2 "4 / f jF / 4 C 32 *K + 1 >
2 0 K = K + 1
DO 25 J=l,4
DO 2 5 K “ 1 N
25 X < K ,j+1) ~>iK»J+l) -EtJ>*T<X }
RETURN
C - ' R I O T I N G  OF' C l C G M P  0 3 I T I OR.
C
S U 6 R C U T I N E D H R 1 N T l 5 * I N 0 n N S i 0 3 
REALMS S i 8 0 ? 1 1 )
INTEGER*2 INC 
I NTEGE RS N 3 T 0 i 3 0 *23 
Wi RI T E < 6 » U0 >
11 = 1
DO 10 I = 1 , I N D * 2
U R I T E f 6 t l 2 0 ) ( N S T O n i » J ) * J = l » 2 ) t C S ( I » J ) * J = l » l l )
I 3 = 1 1  + 1
1C W R I T E ( 6 $ 1 3 0 } { S C I + 1 ? U ) ■? J = 2 ♦ 8 3 t S C 1 + 1 ^ 1 1 3
1 i r iORfl^Tt* »,iVARIABLE#*4X,’VARIANCE 1 ♦ * 5 X * * T F R M 2 f*5>*
i #TERH , n E P M  4*,5Xf*TERM 5 * ,5X ? *TERM 6 * * 3X t*RESIDUAL* ,8X*
1»SUM**8X«*YV-SUM* *2 X 1 * ERROR*//3
12 0 FCRMATt*Of *2A4*: l X*£I 3*7f 7nX*£10» 4)  11V , £12 « 6 $1X *F11*5»F7 * 4 )
13 0 FORMAT <* ♦ * 22X , 7F 11 . 4 , 25 X * F 7 . 4  )
R CT URN 
EN D
c PRINTING of r e g r e s s i o n  d i a g n o s t i c  s t a t i s t i c s
c
SUBROUTINE SPRINT < N*S»NN*NP)
RE kL * 8 3 30 1 8 3 
INIFG£R ^ 2 NNC30 ) i HP  
1N T E € £ R * 4 N ( 5 0 % 2 3 
WRITE<6*200>
UR ITE(6?210S 
DO 1C 1= 1 iNP
10 [4 H I T £ C 6 *. 2 2 0 ) < N C I * J 1 $ J = 1 * 2 3 ■? f S C I ? J ) « J = 1 % 8 3 * N N t I 3 
20 0 FORMAT£*1 ♦♦’DIAGNOSTIC STATISTICS FOR LINEARLY DETRENDED VARIABLE
2 1 0  ^FORMAT < * - «» *Y VARI A B L £ * * 18X * *X 1 * * 27X ,*X 2* *£7 X , »X 3* ,27X* fX 4♦ / 1 0 X , 
1 4 < 1 0 X * * R -  S Q U A R E D * * 2 X * * F ( l f N - 2 ) f 3 14 X * *M * 3 
220 FORMA T i  ♦ 0 N 1 X , 2 A 4 , 1 X , 4 < 8 X , F 1 0 . 4 , F 1 0 . 2 » 1 X > » 2 X , I 2 )
R F T U R N
END
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